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1 INTRODUCTION 
The availability of synchrotron radiation facilities and the introduction of the x-ray 
resonance exchange scattering (XRES) technique [3, 4] a decade ago has accelerated the 
the pace of investigations of the microscopic nature of magnetic ordering in crystals by 
x-ray scattering. As the result of much effort, the technique has been refined to become 
a true alternative to the prevalent magnetic neutron scattering methods. 
Among the unique advantages of the XRES technique, higher momentum (Q) reso­
lution, the polarization dependence of the magnetic moment orientation, and the ability 
to easily study materials that include neutron-opaque elements allow us to investigate 
details overlooked previously. For instance, the momentum resolution (^) available to 
x-ray techniques is ~ 10~4 whereas it is ~ 10-2 for neutron scattering [5]. This enables 
us to distinguish a change in the lattice parameter on the order of ~ 0.0005A by x-ray 
scattering. 
The highly polarized synchrotron radiation beam (mostly a polarized) provides a 
filter for the various scattering processes. While photons radiated after the interaction 
with the charge do not suffer a change in the polarization, magnetic scattering processes 
can change incident beam polarization so that the emitted photon has either or <? 
polarization for an electric dipole (El) transition, depending on the moment direction 
[6]-
As repeatedly pointed out in the literature, some of the naturally occurring rare 
earth elements like Eu, Gd, and Sm are strongly neutron absorbing [5]. This hinders 
neutron scattering experiments unless costly isotopic substitutions are made. Further, 
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an additional advantage comes with the possibility of performing experiments on a small 
sized sample of < 1mm3 by using x-rays compared with the typical size of several cubic 
millimeters for neutron experiments. 
The resonance effect in the x-ray resonance exchange scattering method is related to 
atomic level transitions through the absorption and emission process [7, 8]. When the 
energy of the incoming x-ray exceeds the electron's binding energy (the energy required 
to excite the core electron above the Fermi level), strong absorption sets in. The impor­
tant point here is that the energy required for the absorption process is characteristic of 
the element under investigation allowing element-specific processes to be studied. 
Of importance here, the magnetic sensitivity of x-rays can be enhanced by the res­
onance process. By tuning the x-ray energy through the appropriate absorption edges 
(like the Lu (Lm) for rare earths), atomic-level transitions of dominantly electric dipole 
(El), or electric quadrupole (E2) character involve the 2p^|) to 5d or 4/ states respec­
tively. Since the 5d and 4/ bands are spin polarized, (|, or |-spin) due to exchange 
coupling, the emitted photon attains spin polarization (or magnetization) sensitivity. 
Beyond the atomic picture of the resonance process, the situation rapidly becomes 
more complicated when one is dealing with condensed systems. In condensed matter, 
such as a solid the constituent atoms interact with each other to change the energetics, 
mostly by forming bands with outer shells; for rare earth elements the electrons in 
6s, 5s, 5p, and 5d orbitals are involved. The details of resonance scattering, depend on 
the details of the bands, as well as local effects such as crystalline electric fields, spin-orbit 
coupling, and exchange splitting, or even final-state excitonic many body interactions. 
The resulting line shape, I(u), contains a great deal of information concerning these 
interactions. However, the interactions are difficult to resolve as an individual terms, 
and the correct understanding of the details becomes more difficult. 
As a continuing effort to take advantage of the aforementioned versatility of XRES 
in the study of magnetic ordering and to understand characteristic resonance energy 
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profile, the work in this thesis is devoted to the microscopic magnetic structure study of 
several interesting rare earth intermetallic compounds which may best be accomplished 
by employing this technique. 
The systems of interest studied in this work are single crystalline intermetallic com­
pounds with rare earth elements as the magnetic ion, such as TbNigBgC, TbCugGeg, and 
GdAgSbg. All of these compounds show Néel ordering at low temperature as a common 
feature, but also display diverse variations in their long range antiferromagnetic ordering 
behavior. 
From the magnetic interaction point of view, crystalline electric field (CEF) effects 
are expected to play an important role in determining the magnetic easy axis, or easy 
plane, anisotropy in the compounds with Tb ion [1]. This arises from the fact that the 
Tb3+ ion has J = 6 Hund's rule ground state with L = 3, and S = 3. An ion with a 
large L value is susceptible to environmental CEF due to its distorted orbital shape. A 
strong spin-orbit interaction is also expected, which will couple the spin moment to the 
crystal lattice, leading to a magneto-elastic interaction. More interestingly, integer J 
value implies that it is a non-Kramers ion which can have a nonmagnetic singlet level as 
a ground state. For those cases, the formation of a magnetic moments is induced by the 
thermalized population of low lying excited level(s) controlled by the Boltzmann factor 
of exp(-E/ksT).  
TbNigBgC is a family member of the well-known magnetic superconducting A^BgC 
series, but no superconductivity has been reported for the compound above 7 mK. The 
Néel ordering state develops below 7pj = 15 K with a longitudinal spin ordering in 
the basal (ab) plane. Strong magneto-elastic coupling distorts the lattice to induce a 
structural phase transition from the tetragonal to orthorhombic structure, which has not 
been resolved by previous neutron scattering studies. A complete study of the magnetic 
structure in the orthorhombic phase has been carried out with the help of the x-ray 
resonance scattering technique. 
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TbCu2Ge2 shows antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering below 7n = 12.5 K, and a further 
decrease of the temperature leads to an additional transition at Tt = 9 K related to a 
spin reorientation. Strong anisotropy was noticed in magnetic DC susceptibility mea­
surement, with the magnetic moments in the basal plane, similar to those of TbNi2B2C. 
However, instead of distorting the lattice with the onset of the magnetism, the spin orien­
tation rotates within the basal plane. The spin reorientation behavior was not observed 
from the previous powder neutron measurement, since the powder averaged neutron 
scattering cross section itself is independent of the spin orientation as long as it is in the 
degenerate a6-plane in tetragonal symmetry. However, in our measurements, the details 
of rotation could be extracted from the XRES measurement using polarization analysis. 
GdAgSb2 also shows Néel ordering below Tn = 13 K. The naturally abundant but 
neutron absorbing Gd ion makes conventional neutron scattering measurements difficult 
unless the rather expensive isotope substitution is done. In the Néel state, a commen­
surate transverse spin ordering develops in the basal plane. 
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2 REVIEW OF X-RAY SCATTERING PROCESSES 
The scattering mechanism of x-rays from magnetic materials can be viewed in terms 
of the general photon and electron interaction. The relatively weak interaction of x-rays 
in the nonresonant regime compared with that of neutrons [9], 
T g^t " ï<^ )2| * Ï * 10"4| 
makes the experimental study of magnetic structure using conventional x-ray sources 
(tube, or rotating anode) difficult, and neutron scattering techniques have become the 
conventional probe of magnetic structure prior to the advent of synchrotron radiation. 
To estimate the feasibility of studying magnetic structures using synchrotron radiation, 
the typical high flux neutron source has the capability of producing ~ 10® neutrons/sec. 
An x-ray source with ~ 1012 photons/sec, then, can give comparable magnetic signals 
to the magnetic neutron scattering experiments. An even more dramatic increase of the 
magnetic peak intensity from x-rays is achieved by making use of the resonance effect 
in the scattering process, and will be the main concern of this chapter. 
Interaction Hamiltonian and Scattering Length 
To understand the basic idea behind of magnetic x-ray scattering and x-ray resonance 
exchange scattering, a quantum mechanical picture of the interaction between a polarized 
photon with a spin polarized electron is necessary [10] rather than the electron spin and 
photon polarization averaged study of the classic work by Klein and Nishina [11]. 
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The interaction Hamiltonian can be constructed from the hydrogen atom model in 
the existence of electromagnetic field as, 
1 + 
•j 
E g i  • ® -  ;A(f,))  + £  hui(c'(kX)c(k\) +1),  
n 
= E 2^® - + E ^  - 2 ^  E -J • Vy X A(f,) 
3  i 3  
e h  
2(me)2 ^ J v " ^ c v ^ fcV v ' x 7 2 
3  FCA 
where the kinetic energy with canonical momentum, Coulomb potential, Zeeman inter­
action, r.pin orbit interaction, and electromagnetic field energy terms are in order on the 
right hand side. 
From the interaction Hamiltonian given above, the scattering cross section can be 
calculated using a perturbation expansion up to the second order as, 
dpa P2 (A)' dÇl'dE' mc2 
.  huj 
'mc2 
<ô|53e< < 5 f>|a>e/-ê;  
^ ' (e7 x c~) j  
h2  ^ f  < 6|Q||t? >< rf \ Q j\a > 
+ ^EE 
n 
< b\9j\v >< > 
m \Ea-  En  + fujk — iT c /2 
+ Ea — E„ — huik 
2 
5(Ea  -  Eb + huk — lvuj k<), (2.1) 
wnere 
©j = e^' f jx e) - sj}.  
The rc in Eq.(2.1) is employed to take into account of the lifetime broadening effects of 
the excited state energy level that is on the order of 3 ~ 10 eV in general. 
Scattering from the Resonant Process 
As briefly described before, the resonant scattering process is related to the atomic 
level transitions of electrons from the core levels (initial state) to empty valence states 
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(intermediate state) above the Fermi level ( E p )  through absorption of incident photons. 
Following the excitation, the excited electron releases its energy almost instantaneously, 
on the time scale of ~ 10"15 or less, by emitting a photon of the same energy for elastic 
scattering, and goes back to its initial state (final state). The coherently emitted photons 
constructively interfere to yield the magnetic diffraction pattern. Alternatively, this can 
be considered as a diffraction-oriented resonance fluorescence process [7, 8], 
The magnetic sensitivity of resonance magnetic x-ray scattering can be obtained 
only when the spin orbit coupling is present either at the core level or spin-polarized 
valence band. The physical origin of acquiring magnetic sensitivity from XRES shares 
the common ground with x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectroscopy, and 
is depicted schematically in Fig. 2.1. 
In XRES, the scattering length reflects the net spin polarization induced in the 
intermediate state. Level transitions depend on the available empty density of states 
either with spin up (pT) or spin down (p^), and consequently the total number of emitted 
photons is proportional to the net empty density of states (pf — p^) of the intermediate 
level1. Since the magnetization itself is induced by the net polarization of the spin state, 
target ions having net magnetic moment will give rise to an imbalance in the number of 
spin up (f) and spin down (|) electrons. Recalling that the magnetic moment of rare 
earth ions is primarily formed by the polarization of the 4/ orbitals (following Hund's 
rule filling scheme), an electric dipole transition from L», Qr in, exploiting the 5d band as 
intermediate state, is not directly related to the magnetization of the target ion. However 
for this case, the unpaired spin distribution in the 5d band is induced by an indirect 
exchange coupling with the 4/ band, the so called the exchange splitting. From the 
exchange splitting effect the magnetic sensitivity from the electric dipole transition at 
Lu, OR III of rare earth ions is retained. A more quantitative and detail approach follows. 
Resonant scattering is related to the second order perturbation term in Eq.(2.1), and 
1 especially for the electric dipole transition as an example 
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Figure 2.1 The XRES process inside a magnetic ion. Excitation (broken 
green line) and deexcitation (solid green line) processes of the 
core electron are shown simultaneously. The offset between spin 
up and down band is the exchange splitting 
9 
separating them, the scattering amplitude can be expressed as 
N rj n,m 
_ < b\e- i k f f n(^~ -  i(kf x i i j)  • 3w)|r/ >< r)\eiki fm{&& + i(kj x g) • sm)|q > 
Ea  — Erj + hu — iT c /2 
< 6|e^rm(Êkil + f(£. x €i) • sm)|77 >< - z(fcz x e/) • s„)|a > 
+  E.-E,-hu-œj2 • 
(2.2) 
The expansion of the exponential term, e% k f ' , leads to a more familiar form of multi-
pole scattering. However as a reminder, one should be aware that contrary to the typical 
optical range scattering of which the k r is very small (~ 10-3) due to the relatively long 
wave length (4000 ~ 8000A) of the source compared with the size of atom, the higher 
order k • f-term cannot be easily ignored for hard x-rays with a wave length (~ Â) on 
the order of interatomic separations (kx-Tay • r ~ 1). In this respect, for magnetic x-ray 
scattering, the (electric) multipole scattering gains in importance, and the scattering 
length will be more sensitively controlled by the radial overlap integral of orbitals. For 
the case of resonant scattering from the Lu(ni)-edge of rare earth ions, the highest multi-
pole scattering is the quadrupole transition originating between the 2pi(|) level and the 
4/ band. The same argument can be applied to magnetic multipole transitions. The 
ratio of the magnetic multipole (ML) scattering to electric multipole scattering (EL+1) 
is again on the order of |fc|rotom from 
iP '  (  I / i /L =<\ ^photon | -r- | / | (fc X ë) • S] = X -p-
^ ^ atom |fc| ^"atorri 
The fine details of the level transitions can be figured out followed by the analysis 
of the matrix element involved. Still employing the hydrogen wave function to describe 
initial (final) and intermediate atomic state, the most appropriate choice can be made by 
appreciating that spin orbit interaction is relatively strong among rare earth ions. From 
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this background, the wave function for the initial state can be constructed by keeping 
the total angular momentum J as a good quantum number like 
1° ^ = 53 Xâ.m, 
mi ,m, ,mi+m, =mj 
( i s  
= < lmtsma\lsjmi >= y/2j +1 S 3 
^ TTlj T7l| —TTlj 
The Clebsh-Gordan coefficient expressed with the notation of the 3j symbol is used for 
the coupled state following a conventional LS (or Russel-Saunders) coupling scheme. 
Values of 3j symbol are tabulated in Cowan [12]. The intermediate state, |r? >, can 
be constructed in a similar fashion [13], but can also be constructed in a different way 
employing the uncoupled representation as 
I *!>- 53 
t  i f r o 1 > n i |  
which is valid for delocalized band state of the intermediate state [14, 15]. 
Electric Dipole (El) Transitions 
If we concern ourselves only with the electric dipole (El) transitions, the matrix 
element can be expressed as 
< a|e • r\r) >< r/|e • f|a > = -{ef • êi)(5i,i + x 3) * z(£i,i — 5i,-i) 
+ 2^/ * *)(*» '  ^)(5i,o -  Gi, i - 5t,-i), (2.3) 
With Su. = 
coo 
WaÎ' = / r2drfiL(r)rfiA/(r). 
Jo 
where the z denotes local magnetic moment direction. Substituting all these, the El 
resonance scattering length becomes 
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'5™ " '-''L-sîC; ' 
-#<!>•(«.  -  * K-t ,-„.»!j)  .S, , '™"®™' 
At the resonance condition, hw « En — Ea, the strong enhancement of the intensity 
arises from the =r term, and near the absorption edge the above expression (£„-E„+M=+!f 6 
becomes 
I MEoit/!»c'."6-."(-*^"2 + 9,2ftV(2^) ' 'if's'2) (2'4) 
In Eq.(2.4) the first term gives resonance enhanced intensity of the signal in XRES, the 
second term contributes to the nonresonant magnetic scattering along with the second 
term in Eq.(2.1), and the third term becomes almost negligible. 
Recalling the relation shown in the matrix element, 
F ej,M£i,MQl.JW = %(( / • ei)(G 1,1 + x ' ^(5i,i - 61,-1) 
M=-1,0,1 
+ 2^f ' ' 2)(Si,o - Si.i - 5i,-i), (2.5) 
one can see that the El transition induces zeroth, first, and second harmonics in the 
magnetic scattering cross section. For antiferromagnetic materials where the spin mod­
ulation periodicity is not same as the crystal periodicity, the second term (~ z) leads to 
the primary magnetic satellite peak with respect to the crystal Bragg peak reflection. 
The third term (~ z2) yields a second harmonic of the first magnetic satellite peak. This 
peak is characteristic of El transitions in XRES and has nothing to do with the intrinsic 
physical property of the spin wave ordering, except that its periodicity is just twice of 
the spin modulation shown in the second term. The first term (~ z°) does not reflect 
any information on the ordering pattern of magnetic moments, but appears on top of 
the strong charge Bragg peak reflections. 
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Selection Rules 
From the matrix element in Eq.(A.14) and Eq.(A.15), the selection rule for El tran­
sition is obtained. First of all, the spinor sum (x*. m« X»,m.) makes the constraint of no 
spin-flip transitions such as, 
s = s, 
m't = m. 
Turning to the orbital part, the electric dipole strength operator has odd parity, which 
restricts the transition between two states to be related with different parity. Again 
employing the relation in Eq.(A.15) with k = 1, the orbital angular momentum selection 
rule becomes 
= 1 
|mj - m/| = 0,1 
With those, the selection rule for j can be obtained as 
IJ ~ j\ = 0,1 (but / = j = 0 is strictly forbidden). 
However, application of the selection rules derived here is justified only for a one 
electron system with LS coupling. For many-electron systems, the dipole transition 
oscillator strength is ^. r, and still allows the AL = 0 transition as long as the rule on 
parity change2 is satisfied [16]. 
Selection Rule from Polarization and Magnetic Moment Direction 
The polarization characteristics of x-rays further restricts the observability of the 
scattered intensity. While charge scattering does not change the polarization of the 
scattered beam, magnetic scattering does in general. The polarization dependence of 
2 known as Laporte's rule 
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Figure 2.2 Scattering geometry with the scattering plane defined by the 
trace of incident and scattered x-ray beams 
resonant scattering can be represented in a matrix form from the results in Eq.(2.4) and 
Eq.(2.5) and by employing the scattering geometry shown in Fig. 2.2. 
With the notation defined as below, 
(2.6) 
By straightforward algebra, the selection rule for an El transition can be expressed as 
follows: 
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~  ( G u x  +  ç 1.-,) 1 0 
0 cos29 
^rif ~ (Su - 6:,-l) 
0 Z\ cos 9 + Z3 sin 9 
-2icos0 + 23 sin 0 — z2sin 26 
I z\ -22(21 sin 6 - 23 cos 0) 
?i,-i) 
22(21 sin 6 + 23 cos 0) —2j sin2 9 - 23 cos2 6 
^ref1 ~ (5l,0 — 01,1 - 01 l
(2.7) 
The scattering geometry with respect to the magnetic moment and the photon po­
larization restricts the polarization characteristics of the scattered x-ray, and yield a so 
called geometrical selection rule. For instance, with a polarized incident light, the El 
resonant scattering at the first harmonic magnetic satellite can be observed only through 
the 7T polarized scattered beam, and only for magnetic moments having components in 
the scattering plane. However, if the incoming photon has TT polarization, all diffraction 
channels are possible. By making use of such polarization dependence of the scattering 
length, information on the magnetic moment direction can be obtained [171. 
Electric Quadrupole (E2) Transitions 
The quadrupole transition in XRES for rare earth compounds at the Lu (in)-edge 
(6 — 8 keV) involves transitions between core level 2p (2p^|j) states and the 4/ band. 
In general, the electric quadrupole (E2) transition is characterized by a resonance peak 
position which appears a few eV lower than the absorption edge defined as an inflection 
point in absorption curve [3]. This feature is peculiar to the E2 transition and has been 
attributed to the strong core hole electron attraction from the electronic band structure 
calculations [18]. 
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Recalling that the magnetic moment of rare earth ions arises from the polarization 
of the unfilled 4/ atomic shell for the trivalent state (ft3+), the E2 transition process 
directly probes the magnetic moments of the 4/ orbitals while the El transition of these 
reflects the exchange split 5d state magnetization. By taking full advantage of two dif­
ferent channels, El and E2, at the Lu (jji)-edge, the study of the magnetic structures can 
be carried out ab initio. Even though a quantitative relationship between the resonant 
x-ray scattering amplitude and the magnitude of the actual magnetic moment is not 
currently available, the order parameters defined from the temperature dependent inte­
grated intensity of a magnetic satellite, from two different transitions, can be applied to 
extract the temperature dependence of the polarization processes of the two bands. 
Selection Rule for E2 Transitions 
The matrix element that determines the selection rule arises from considering the 
next significant term ~ k • f in the multipole expansion. Together with e • p, this term 
becomes 
< r?|(fc • r)(e • p)|a >= ki€j < T)\TiPj\a > 
= < VhPj + PiTj\a > +^e,- < T)\rtpj - #r,|a > . (2.8) 
Using the fact that 
i f l  [r,r,,Ho] = —{TiPi+Pir,), 
the first term of the Eq.(2.8) yields the electric quadrupole (E2) transition 3, while the 
second term contributes to the magnetic dipole (Ml) transition as an orbital angular mo­
mentum operator. Accordingly, as far as the electric quadrupole transition is concerned, 
3ktej < rj\riPj + PiTj\a >= ki€jimw < 7/|nr_,|a >= imuki€j < qlnr, - > from * • c = 0, 
and also see chapter 4 of Jackson [19] for spherical harmonics representations for electric quadrupole 
moments. 
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the selection rule will be 
|j' - Z| = 0,2, |mj - m,| = 0,1,2 
1/-  i l  =0,1,2,  
and again s' = s, m,' = m,. (2.9) 
The overall transition strength depends on the overlap integral of the radial wave 
function and angular distribution average, which is, in general, weaker than the electric 
dipole transition case. 
E2 Selection Rule from XRES Process 
Similar to the selection property from the photon polarization and magnetic moment 
direction dependences of electric dipole transitions distinct in the resonance x-ray scat­
tering, the electric quadrupole transition has similar sorts of additional restrictions. The 
details of the derivations are straightforward but very tedious, and the result from Hill 
and McMorrow [6] restated in the following with the same polarization convention and 
scattering geometry as used for the El process. Introducing the notation for the matrix 
elements, 
V°'E2 ~ 02,2 + 02,-2, 
Vl,E2 ~ 02,2 — 02,-2, 
V2,B2 ~ 02,1 + 02,-1, 
V3,E2 ~ 02,2 — 02,-2, 
V4,E2 ~ 02,2 + 02,-2 — 402,1 — 402,-1 + 602,0, 
where 02,M is similar form as in 0i,m but with r2 for the radial overlap integral, 
and C2{lTni,l'm'i), and also the shorthand notation for transcendental functions as 
c = cos 9, c2 = cos 26, <? = cos2 6, and the same for sin 5, the E2 scattering length 
can be expressed as follows: 
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-E2 
+ ic2V •'(. ) 
+ {V 2,El _ pO,£2) ^ Z« 
+ s2:P2-£2( 
C2 0 
0 c2 
22^2 — Z;C — Z3S 
z3s + ZiC 2z2s2 
2C2 + Z2C2 - Z3S2 -ZiZ2SC2 + Z2Z3CC2 
ZiZ2SC2 + z2z3cc2 c£(z2 + z|) 
0 — ZiZ2C — Z2Z3S ^ 
) 
+ S2P 0,E2 ^ 
Z1Z2C - Z2Z3S -S2(zf + Z3) 
0 ziz2c + Z2Z3S 
Z1Z2C + Z2Z3S 
/ 
— i(p3'£2 — p1-^2) 
-22S2 
-22S2 
) 
-zfc3 + z^zasc2 + ztz2s2c 
y ZIZ2525 - Z3Z2S2C - Z353 
Z3C3 + Z2Z3^ — ZiZjS2C 
+ ZiZ2S2S - Z3Z$S2C - z^s3 
z2c2s2(z2 + z|) 
- 2? 3,£2 
p4,£2 
z2(z? + z|)s2 
ZiZ§CC2 + Z2Z3(S2C + s3) 
-Z2Z3C2S + ZiZ^C3 + s2s) 
+Z3CS2 + zjfc^S 
z\z\(? — Z2Z2S2 
—Z1Z2Z3S3 + Z3Z2SC2 
-ZIZ2CC2 + Z2Z3(S2C + s3) 
-zfz3C2S - ZiZ^C3 + s2s) 
& 
\ 
r3/»fi2 
-ZJCS' + Z^S 
-z2c2s2(z? + z|) 
ZIZ2Z253 — Z3Z2SC2 
-z2z|c52 + Z2Z2Z3C3 
^ -z2z|cs2 + Z2Z2Z3C3 
2123(c4 + S4) - (z? + Z^s2^ 
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Nonresonant Scattering 
For the sake of completeness, the scattering cross section from the nonresonant pro­
cess is also included in this section. As is shown in the interaction Hamiltonian of 
Eq.(A.2), the spin-orbit interaction and off-resonance components from the (normal) 
Zeeman interaction and the A(r) • p term of the second-order perturbation contribution 
comprise the nonresonant scattering amplitude. Contrary to the resonant scattering 
processes, nonresonant scattering is an atomic-shell insensitive process and the photon 
interacts with overall charge cloud (orbitals). This picture is similar to the normal 
charge scattering process, so that the magnetic scattering form factor4 can be implied 
from the same context. In contrast, the form factor for the resonant scattering is not 
well established up to now [20]. 
Borrowing the result of the nonresonant scattering length from Blume's original paper 
[9] and using the same convention of scattering geometry as in Fig. 2.2, the nonresonant 
magnetic scattering amplitude can be expressed as, 
nonresonant — 
hui 
mc2 
S2 sin 20 
2sin20[(Li + Si) cos 6 
-S3sin0] 
-2sin20[(Li + Si) cos 0 
-S3 sin 0] 
sin 20(21/2 sin2 0 4- S2] 
(2.10) 
with S ( Q )  =< oj s ( r j ) \ a  >, and similarly for the orbital angular momentum. 
One of the main advantages of using x-rays for studying magnetic ordering over 
neutron scattering is that the spin and orbital angular momentum can be separately 
measured by utilizing the appropriate polarization scheme. Further, the component of 
4 spatial distribution of spin unpaired electrons in the momentum space. See chapter 7 of Bacon [5] 
for details 
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the magnetic moment directed out of the the scattering plane (S2) can be detected in 
the a to cr channel, which is the insensitive component from the El resonance scattering 
in Eq.(2.7) with the incoming a polarized photon. 
Interference Scattering 
Recalling that the scattering length is composed of many individual scattering com­
ponents originating from pure charge (Thompson scattering), nonresonant magnetic, 
and resonant magnetic scattering, the final scattering cross section includes the various 
interference scattering phenomena [21, 22, 23]. 
One of the most intriguing interference scattering phenomena, particularly in terms 
of the energy profile of the resonance magnetic peak, is the one between magnetic non­
resonant and resonant electric dipole transitions. This may induce asymmetries or dis­
tortions of the symmetric Lorentzian line shape [23]. More systematic understanding of 
the asymmetry requires the quantitative analysis of spin-polarized energy bands, espe­
cially 5d character, and an appropriate formalism for the interference scattering cross 
section. 
The interference scattering cross section between nonresonant and electric dipole 
transition related resonance component can be expressed as 
ItumresMEl ~ (f*e) (n • (?/ x $))2, 
F  =  ( « y )  y i C f f l . l  -  G l ,-l) ( E g  -
Ea — Efj + hw Ea — Ejf — hid 
(Ea — Ejf + hui)2 + ^ (Ea — Ejf — hw)2 + % / 
with h as the magnetic moment direction. From the expression above, it becomes 
obvious that the energy profile reflects the asymmetry due to the additive or subtractive 
contribution of interference term when the photon energy passes through the maximum 
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resonance energy.5 The derived scattering cross section, resonance and nonresonance as 
an interference scattering contribution, is plotted in Fig. 2.3 which clearly shows the 
asymmetric resonance peak shape. Since the interference term is additive below and 
subtractive above the absorption edge, the asymmetric intensity tail is prominent below 
the edge. 
0.07 
0.06 
0.05 
J.0-04 
#0.03 
c 
£ 
- 0.02 
0.01 
0 
Figure 2.3 The resonance magnetic signal enhancement is simulated to 
demonstrate the asymmetric peak shape contributed by the in­
terference scattering. The intensity of the interference scattering 
chosen to be 1/6 of the resonant intensity. 
While listing all the scattering lengths that contributed to magnetic x-ray scattering 
experiments, analysis of magnetic multipole (ML) transitions has not been attempted in 
this chapter. Inclusion of magnetic multipole transitions might be helpful to understand 
the rich energy profiles observed for some resonant magnetic peaks. Even though it 
still remains as an open question, the energy profile of the resonance peak shape often 
contains structure in addition to the aforementioned asymmetry. Comprehension of this 
5 note the sign depends on the term containing Ea — En + hui, and it changes sign below (—) or above 
(+) the maximum resonance energy of Ev — Ea = hu 
Asymmetry of Resonance Profile 
— resonance 
interference 
— res+int 
1 
7.495 7.500 7.505 7.510 7.515 7.520 7.525 7.530 
Energy (KeV) 
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experimentally observed feature will require further careful investigation of the electronic 
band structure of the compound as well as extensive knowledge of the atomic level 
transition in the existence of the crystalline electric field environment. 
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3 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS 
IN RARE-EARTH INTERMETALLIC COMPOUNDS 
Magnetic ordering in rare-earth intermetallic compounds has been intensively studied 
over the last few decades, and extensive databases have became available for various 
classes of structures [24]. The physical properties displayed by rare earth intermetallic 
compounds are wide ranging from magnetic superconductivity, heavy fermion behavior, 
Kondo effect, to very intricate magnetic ordering behaviors like metamagnetism. 
Specifically for the rare earth intermetallic compounds studied in this thesis, such 
as TbNigBgC, and TbCugGeg, several of the observed phenomena can be relatively well 
understood from similar physical grounds. In particular, the most pronounced and 
common behavior with respect to magnetic ordering can be understood, at least in 
phenomenological aspects, within basic framework of major interactions of the RKKY 
indirect exchange interaction and crystalline electric field effects. 
For most rare-earth intermetallic compounds, the indirect exchange interaction plays 
an important role in the long-range ordering behavior since the interatomic distances 
between rare-earth ions, having local magnetic moments in all the compounds, are quite 
large (4 ~ 5Â) in space. Recalling that the magnetic moments in rare earths arise 
from the unfilled 4/ orbitals, that are also quite well localized, the direct overlap of 
4/ orbitals between rare earth ions becomes negligible. The Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida (RKKY) indirect exchange interaction [25, 26,27] is expected to control ordering 
between the local magnetic moments and is closely related to the topography of the Fermi 
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surface [28, 29, 30]. 
While the wave vector of the modulation is driven by the RKKY exchange interaction, 
the magnetic moment direction cannot be accounted for by the RKKY interaction alone. 
In particular, the Tb3+ ion with non-vanishing orbital angular momentum (L = 3) is 
susceptible to the local electromagnetic field inside the crystalline solid. Accordingly, 
the role of crystalline electric field (CEF) effects becomes important when dealing with 
the magnetic moment direction, or anisotropy of the compounds. In categorizing the 
compounds in terms of the magnetic anisotropy reflecting the importance of the CEF, 
T b N i 2 B 2 C  a n d  T b C u g G e g  i s  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  w i t h  s t r o n g  p l a n a r  a n i s o t r o p y  ( X x y  >  X z ) -
However, the 4/ orbital of GdAgSbg is symmetric (L = 0), and is free of the CEF 
anisotropy. 
An additional interaction mechanism is required to understand the TbNigBgC com­
pound. It shows magnetostriction, strong enough to change structure from room tem­
perature tetragonal to Néel state orthorhombic symmetry. The magneto-elastic coupling 
interaction, then, along with the CEF has to be carefully investigated to account for the 
structure change. 
A coherent analysis with full quantitative and self consistent approach to the mag­
netic ordering patterns displayed from the all compounds studied for this thesis has not 
been attempted here, but approached at least phenomenologically [31, 32, 33]. 
The Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida Interaction 
The RKKY interaction is an indirect exchange, where the interaction between local­
ized ionic magnetic moments is not directly joined by the overlap of their orbitals, but by 
the mediation of spin-polarized conduction electrons. The local magnetic polarization at 
one location arises from the existence of the local moment. This local polarization spin 
polarizes the conduction electrons creating an oscillatory magnetic field with a damp­
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ing factor inversely proportional to the cube of the distance from the origin. The field, 
induced by the polarized conduction electrons, affects the local magnetic moments of 
other ions, and the two-ion interaction is set. The size of the interaction is on the order 
of 102 ~ 103 larger than the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, which is on the order of 
10~4eV. 
Keeping in mind that that the role of conduction electrons in communicating among 
the localized magnetic moments is crucial, it is a logical extension to expect that the 
conduction path, and the response function of those electrons, determine the magnetic 
ordering behavior. A detailed analysis of the relationship between the topography of 
the Fermi surface and magnetic long range ordering behavior has long been studied ever 
since its importance was realized. 
The RKKY interaction Hamiltonian in momentum space is expressed as follows: 
= -53j'(q)sq-s_q, 
q 
with s
" 
= 7^1>elq R' 
From this Hamiltonian, the minimum energy energy configuration is achieved by max­
imizing j{q), which is the momentum space representation of the exchange interaction 
coefficient. Again directly borrowing the result from Freeman's review chapter [29], 
i(q) = ^|j»/(q)lax(q). 
Here, j,/(q) is the exchange integral between local moment and conduction electrons, and 
the %(q) is the generalized susceptibility indicating the response function. Consequently 
the lowest energy configuration for the ordering of localized moments is attained by the 
maximum value in the generalized susceptibility. More explicitly, the q value that gives 
a peak in %(q), or the most enhanced collective behavior, controls the wave vector of 
the arrangement of magnetic moments. 
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The aforementioned close relationship between the Fermi surface and long range 
magnetic ordering originates from the sensitivity of %(q) to the Fermi surface, especially 
by "nesting" features [34, 35, 36]. In expressing the response function, 
the maximum value can be obtained when ek+q — 6% is close to zero, for a large numer­
ator. This results when there exist large portions of nearly flat parallel areas separated 
by q on the Fermi surface1 
Here the close connection between electronic band structure calculations and the 
high resolution magnetic x-ray scattering is apparent. The modulation wave vector 
of long range spin ordering can be precisely measured from neutron or magnetic x-
ray scattering experiments and, in principle, can be estimated from electronic band 
structure calculations. Sometimes, the higher momentum resolution from the magnetic 
x-ray scattering technique requires a more elaborate analysis of electronic band structure 
calculation as well, but they altogether eventually give well refined physics of the system 
as seen in the case of the TbNigBgC compounds [37]. 
Crystalline Electric Field Effects 
Except for ions, such as Gd (L = 0), rare earth ions can experience a reconfiguration 
of the ground state orbitals due to the electric field from other neighboring constituent 
ions. This is known as the crystalline electric field (CEF) effect [38]. Even though rare 
earth ions are known to be less susceptible to the CEF than transition metal ions, the 
impact on magnetic anisotropy is still significant. Different from the ligand field effect, 
the CEF is based on the point charge approximation where the electric field is produced 
by neighboring ions, regarded as a set of point charges without any spatial extent such 
that orbital overlap is not considered at all. 
1This explains similarly why the one dimensional metal is not stable in ground state. 
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For compounds with tetragonal crystal symmetry, the crystal electric field interaction 
is commonly expressed as [39], 
UCEF = BIOq2 + B°0° Hh B*0\ + BlO\ + B404, 
with the B™'s are material specific coefficients, and the 0™'s are Steven operator equiv­
alent representations. The CEF parameter B™ depends sensitively on the magnitude of 
the radial distribution of orbitals through B™ = (rn) A™9n. Here the A™'s are the con­
stants that reflect the geometrical distribution of the surrounding ions (e.g. tetrahedral, 
octahedral, or cubal), and the 9n are Stevens multiplicative factors. A more commonly 
used notation is a,/3, and 7 for 92, &*, and 96 respectively. The Stevens multiplicative 
factors depend on the form of the electronic charge cloud through the effective values 
of L, S, J, and I. The relative importance of the CEF interaction is determined by the 
relative size of CEF parameters, again determined by the Stevens multiplicative factors. 
In typical cases, the order of estimation for the rare earths follows a simple relation of 
a ~ 102/3 ~ 1047. Consequently, the B^O® term controls the anisotropy to first order. 
To get a more intuitive sense of the CEF and its effect on the anisotropy observed 
from bulk susceptibility measurements, the most dominant term, BjjO®, is regarded more 
carefully. The Stevens operator equivalent representation for 0° is 3J, — J(J + 1) as 
listed in the Table 3.1. As the operator equivalent relation implies, 0° measures the 
degree of obliquity from a perfect symmetrical sphere. For instance a perfect spherical 
distribution gives 3— J{J +1) = 0, negative for oblate, and positive for prolate distor­
tions. Applying this to the anisotropy of a magnetic system, magnetic moments directed 
preferably along the axial (z) direction result from a positive expectation value for 0%, 
and conversely, for the moments in the basal plane (ab plane). The minimum energy 
configuration is determined from the sign of the CEF parameter, 5°. Systems having 
negative value of will prefer to have their spin direction along the axial direction (ax­
ial anisotropy), recalling that 0° > 0 to lower the energy by having subtractive ECEF• 
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On the other hand, systems with positive values of wiU prefer to have their spin 
direction in the basal plane (planar anisotropy). For the compounds studied here both 
TbNi^B^C and TbCu^Ge^ have their moment direction in the basal plane. From this, it 
can be reasoned that the sign of is positive for both TbNigB^C and TbCugGeg. 
Table 3.1 Stevens operator equivalents used for tetragonal symmetry (from 
reference [1]) 
0® = 3J.2- J ( J + 1 )  
o°< = 35J t  - (30J { J  + 1) - 25)J? + 3J2{J + l)2 - 6J ( J  +  1) 
oi = 
og = 231 J ?  - (315J ( J  +  1) - 735)J4 + (105^(7 + l)2 - 525J(J +1) + 294) J2 
-5J3(J + I)3 + 40J2(J + I)2 - 60J { J  +  1) 
H 
o
"
 
i[(llJ2 - J(J + 1) - 38)(J4 + J t )  + ( J i  +  7l)(ll72 - J ( J  4-1)- 38)] 
Notwithstanding the same planar anisotropy noted both for TbNigBgC and TbCugGeg 
from a remarkable distinction exists which requires further inspection of the 
terms describing ECEF- The magnetic moment of TbNigBgC remains fixed in tempera­
ture, while for TbC^Geg the moment direction rotates from high temperature [010] to 
the low temperature [110]. For TbNigBgC, the magnetic ordering (Néel state) finds a 
minimum energy configuration by distorting the basal plane symmetry to the low tem­
perature orthorhombic state. To account for these phenomena, the CEF interaction, 
including the contributions of the B\0\ and BgOjj terms, has to be considered also. 
The energy level scheme, which is fundamentally responsible for the magnetization 
of the rare earth ion in the crystalline solid, is controlled sensitively by the crystalline 
electric field effect. The CEF is applied as a perturbation to LS coupling ground states 
in rare-earth configurations given by Hund's rules. It removes the degeneracy of J 
quantum number, (2J + 1) degeneracy 2. The Tb3+ ion has the ground-state config­
2 for the transition-metal group elements, CEF breaks degeneracy on the L state due to the CEF 
stronger than spin orbit interaction 
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uration of 7F6 with an integer value of J(= 6). Applying the full CEF Hamiltonian 
for tetragonal symmetry to J = 6 requires the digonalization of a 13 by 13 matrix, in 
principle. The temperature and the external magnetic field dependence of the induced 
magnetic moment is obtained after acquiring the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
CEF Hamiltonian as, 
(M)= W b ( J )  =  (3 .1 )  
with 
W-CEF + % ZEEMAN |#« >= > 
U c E F t y m  >= >  
and Uc+Ls \njrrijls >= enj^a\njmjls > . 
The eigenvectors, >, of the full Hamiltonian with CEF and Zeeman interactions can 
be constructed from pure eigenstates, \njm.jls >, of the Coulomb interaction and the 
LS coupling as linear combinations. The index i runs from 1 through 13 for the J = 6 
case. Full digonalization of (2J + 1) by (2J + 1) matrix with J = 6 in the case of Tb 
ion is an intractable task in an analytical approach, and requires numerical methods. 
However one can go one more step further still in the analytical sense after realizing the 
relations between the operators. 
Careful inspection of the Stevens operator equivalent relations used in Table 3.1 
leads to the idea that different states are mixed only by having step ±4 between each 
of the | J- >'s. This results from 0\ and 0'(\ terms which have ladder operators (J+, or 
J_) responsible for mixing and only with powers of 4. Therefore, the original 13 by 13 
matrix can be factored as shown in Table 3.2 to save effort in diagonalizing the whole 
matrix at once. This factorization scheme also helps to describe the basic features of 
the new ground state configurations perturbed by the CEF and Zeeman interaction. For 
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Table 3.2 Factorization of J = 6 states satisfying closure relation for the 
CEF interaction of UCEF = B°0°2 + B°0° + B404 + BgOg+B*046 
Group Pure states that can be used for Number of eigenvalues 
the CEF and Zeeman interaction eigenstates 
I |6 >, |2 >, | — 2 >, | — 6 > 4 
II |5 >, |1 >, | — 3 > 3 
III |4 >, |0 >, | — 4 > 3 
IV |3 >, | — 1 >, | — 5 > 3 
instance, new eigenstate, >, can be made only by linear combinations of pure states 
that belong to the same group. 
After the factorization, the actual task of finding eigenvalues of one 13 by 13 matrix 
is reduced to the digonalization of one 4 by 4 matrix and three 3 by 3 matrices. Since the 
analytic solution of a cubic equation is known, the numerical approach is needed only 
for fourth order equation. After solving all of these, and with five CEF parameters, the 
energy level structure becomes explicit. The actual calculation is not performed here, 
and those interested in the demonstration of the CEF interaction for J = 1 and J = 2 
are referred to other sources [15, 40]. 
One of the most interesting features of the CEF level scheme for the Tb3+ ion is 
that it is a non-Kramers ion having integer J value, which can have a nonmagnetic 
singlet ground state configuration. If the compound has the nonmagnetic singlet (|0 >) 
as a ground state, the magnetic moments at sufficiently low temperature must arise 
from coupling with the next higher energy level(s) by the thermal population process 
controlled by the Boltzmann factor of e~E^kT [41]. The induced-moment behavior has 
been studied intensively for pure Pr ion in hexagonal symmetry, for reference. As a 
matter of fact, the Tb3+ («/ = 6) ion in point-group symmetry is decomposed to 
irreducible representations as Dj-$ = 2Fi © F2 © 2F3 ® 2F4 © 3F5. Except for three 
doublets of Fs, all the others are singlet states. 
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Magneto-Elastic Interactions 
The phenomenon of spin-lattice coupling is described as the magneto-elastic interac­
tion. With a significant magneto-elastic interaction, lattices or crystals in macroscopic 
scale experience distortions in accordance with the appearance of the nonvanishing mag­
netic moment and ordering among them. The change in the crystalline lattice results 
from the requirement for a new balance in energy with the advent of the magneto-
elastic interaction that introduces strain. The distortions involve not only symmetry-
conserving but also symmetry-breaking changes as distinct phase transitions. In particu­
lar, symmetry-lowering distortions occur in some of the ANigBgC compounds for /2=Tm, 
Ho, Er [42], and Tb [43], observed by high-resolution x-ray diffraction experiments. 
Systematic and extensive studies on the magneto-elastic interaction were initiated 
by the work of Callen and Callen [44, 45], and later applied to the heavy rare earth 
metals by Evenson and Liu [28]. A through review article on the subject appeared more 
recently by Morin and Schmitt [2]. In this section, a short treatment of the subject is 
given. 
A formal description of lattice distortions begins with the implicit assumption that 
the harmonic approximation can be used to describe the interatomic potential. In its 
unperturbed state, the crystal represents a stable energy configuration of interatomic 
potentials. So, the main interaction Hamiltonian that has to be considered consists of 
two previously mentioned interactions, 
Hint = Helaat "t" %me, 
ignoring all the higher order terms and others interactions such as exchange interaction, 
two-ion magneto-elastic interaction, etc., for simplicity. The elastic energy term {Tideut) 
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and magneto-elastic energy term (Hme) can also be expressed individually as, 
2 6 6 
"Welast — « ^ Ca/geaej3, Q=1 /S=l 
^me = ~~ 53 ®AA' eA*Sy . 
These formal expressions provides a hint that lattice distortions can result in energy 
gain from the magneto-elastic interaction since it has a negative sign in the interaction, 
even at the cost of some energy in the elastic term. 
For tetragonal crystal symmetry the elastic energy can be obtained after applying a 
simple symmetry relation (x —> y, y -4 —x) after rotation with respect to the four fold 
axis (z). 
£elast = 2 [Cu(eix + e l y )  + C33C«] + -C44 (e2, + e ] x )  +  -C66e2y 
"i"Ci3 (fin "f" C y y )  e z z  -f- c16 (eaz ^yy) ®xy 4" C\ 2 ^xx^yyi 
where the conventional notation of Kittel are used for the strains and elastic constants. 
From the Cauchy relation [46], the elastic constant, C12, will be the same as c^. However, 
more conveniently, the symmetry notations can be adopted to express the above elastic 
energy [2] with the explicit relations listed in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 as, 
(<)2 + C?2€?«; + c? (£? f + ic' (€')2 +1/ (««)' + ic'Ke',)2 + (4)% 
Here the e°2 are symmetry conserving strain components, and others are symmetry 
lowering components. Of particular interest, the e7 (=eII-eyï) strain takes into account 
the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic distortion along with the magneto-elastic strain. 
The magneto-elastic interaction Hamiltonian has a linear dependence on strain and 
comes with the quadratic operators as similar to those found in the CEF Hamiltonian. 
Again with symmetry notation, the explicit Hamiltonian for the tetragonal structure is 
constructed as, 
nme = - (#X + B%e%) 0° - BVO2 - - Be (e\Pyz + e\Pzx). 
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Table 3.3 Normalized, symmetrized strains for tetragonal symmetry (from 
reference [2]) 
Representation Strains Relations 
r ï  c ?  +  e w  +  e z z )  
Fi yf^e"~~ + ew)) 
F 3 5\/2(exi — ero) 
r4 V2ezy 
r5 4 V2ey, 
Fs 4 V Z t z x  
Table 3.4 Elastic constants in tetragonal symmetry (from reference [2]) 
Symmetrized notations Elastic constants 
~c? ](2cn + 2c12 + 4c13 + C33) 
C?2 — 5\/2(CU + C12 — C13 — C33) 
C? ](Cu + C12 — 4ci3 •+• 2C33) 
C1  Cu — C12 
C£ 2C44 
c6 2C66 
Here, the Br's are magneto-elastic constants, 0\ = |(J2-^), and Py = + 
Again it has to be recalled that only single-ion terms of the magneto-elastic interaction 
have been expressed above. 
From the interaction energies, realizing that the elastic energy is quadratic in strain 
and the magneto-elastic energy is linear, the equilibrium strain can be obtained by 
minimizing the system energy via 0 = ÔE/Ô€i.3 The resulting equilibrium strain that 
accounts for the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic distortion is, 
Simply knowing that the magnetic moment is defined as (M) = g^B < J > and 
the lattice distortion ( j) has linear dependence with the strain, the degree of the lattice 
distortion in the basal plane that is magneto-elastic origin, is proportional to (M)2, from 
3 More correctly, 0 = 6F/6ei has to be satisfied to take into account of the entropy contribution 
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the result above. 
From the expression above, it should be noted that the sign of e7 depends not only on 
the moment direction but also on the sign of the coefficient which is determined by the 
elastic constants and the magneto-elastic constant. As will be shown later in this thesis, 
TbNiaBgC exhibits "stretching" of the basal plane lattice along the moment direction. 
On the other hand, ErNigB^C displays "contraction" along the moment direction. From 
these observations, we are led to the conclusion that Cl^JCl2 is positive for TbNigBgC and 
negative for ErNigBgC. Further studies of the alloy of these two compounds have been 
performed by other groups. Recently, an interesting experiment focusing on the magnetic 
structure and crystal distortion by magnetic x-ray scattering was done on an Er-rich alloy 
of Tbo.isEro.asNigBgC by Detlefs et al. The result showed that the lattice distortion was 
quenched and the minor Tb moment follows Er's moment direction. The quenching 
(or lessening at least) of the distortion is the consistent result with the aforementioned 
nature of the opposite sign between Er and Tb. 
With the basics stated above, various magnetic ordering behaviors can be described 
at least phenomenologically. However, for many cases, entropy plays an important role in 
driving the overall ordering pattern, since the entropy for a given configuration changes 
depending on the arrangement of magnetic moments. A stable configuration is achieved 
after minimizing the free energy (F = E — TS). Since the entropy is weighted by the 
temperature of the system, for the higher temperature entropy contribution becomes 
more significant. But, at lower temperature, entropy is less important, and the tendency 
is to minimize the internal energy (E). 
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4 MAGNETIC ORDERING IN TbNi2B2C 
Survey of jRNigBaC Compounds 
The coexistence of long-range magnetic ordering and superconductivity has stimu­
lated great interest in the ANigBgC compounds [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. Along with the 
well-known magnetic superconducting materials, RMogXg (X=S, Se) and /ÎRI14B4 [52], 
several of the borocarbide compounds (i2=Tm, Er, Ho, Dy) still preserve the supercon­
ducting state in the presence of long-range antiferromagnetic (AF) order. Throughout 
this series of compounds, superconductivity has been reported for the non-magnetic 
rare-earth elements, Lu and Y, with relatively high superconducting transition temper­
atures (Tc = 16.6 K, 15.6 K respectively) [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53]. The relatively high Tc 
has been attributed to a large density of states (DOS) at Ep [54, 55]. Superconductivity 
has also been observed for some heavy magnetic rare-earth members, Tm (Tc = 10.8 
K) [56], Er (Te = 10.5 K) [57], Ho (Tc = 8.0 K) [58, 59], and Dy (Tc = 6.2 K) [60]. 
At lower temperatures, these compounds display both superconductivity and long range 
antiferromagnetic ordering. The Tm (TN = 1.5 K), Er (TN = 6.0 K), and Ho (TN = 
6.0 K) compounds develop antiferromagnetic order at temperatures below the supercon­
ducting transition, while for Dy (TN = 10.3 K) the superconducting state evolves below 
TN. Among the ANigBgC compounds, no superconductivity has been reported for the 
lighter magnetic compounds Gd (TN = 19.8 K) [61] and Tb (TN = 14.9 K) [39]. 
Experimental and theoretical investigations of these rare-earth nickel boride carbides 
have been wide ranging, including the measurements of the microscopic spin struc­
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tures [62, 63], macroscopic magnetic anisotropy, electric transport phenomena and elec­
tronic, band structure calculations [54, 55,64]. The crystal structure of these compounds 
is body centered tetragonal (space group /4/mmm), consisting of RC layers separated 
by NigBg sheets, similar to the layered structures commonly seen in the cuprate high-Xc 
superconductors as shown in Fig. 4.1. However, unlike the cuprate high-Tc superconduc­
tors, the electronic structure is three dimensional [54,55], similar to the ternary magnetic 
superconductors [52], and the strong electron-phonon coupling has been suggested as the 
driving mechanism for the superconducting phase transition [54, 55]. 
The magnetic structures of many of the ANigBgC compounds have been studied by 
neutron scattering and resonant magnetic x-ray scattering experiments [15, 62, 63]. Of 
particular interest is the observation of common magnetic modulation wavevectors for 
the Ho [65], Er [66, 67], Gd [68] and Tb [69] compounds (0.585,0.553,0.553,0.551 a*, 
respectively). Furthermore, normal-state electronic band structure calculations [64] of 
LuNigBgC exhibit a peak in the generalized susceptibility, %(q), at about the same wave 
vector, q % 0.6 a* (same as b* in tetragonal symmetry). This implies that the localized 
magnetic moments of the rare earth are coupled to each other via an indirect RKKY 
interaction through nesting on the Fermi surface. However, the details of the magnetic 
interactions are complicated by the existence of strong crystalline electric field (CEF) ef­
fects as demonstrated by the anisotropy evident in magnetic susceptibility measurements 
[39, 57]. 
In-House X-ray Diffraction Study of Structure Change 
1 A magnetostriction-induced structural phase transition in a single crystal ofTbNiiB^C 
has been studied by high resolution x-ray diffraction. On cooling, we have observed a 
tetragonal-to-orthorhombic distortion below the Néel temperature, 14-3 K, similar to 
iThis section is based on the previous publication by C. Song, Z. Islam, L. Lottermoser, A. I. 
Goldman, P. C. Canfield, and C. Detlefs, in Phys. Rev. B. 60, 6223 (1999). 
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m 
Figure 4.1 Crystal structure of TbNigBgC. Large gray circles represent rare 
earth Tb ions, black circles are C ions, medium size gray balls 
are Ni ions, and small gray balls show the B ions. 
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what has been seen in ErNi^B^C. The mismatch between the a and b lattice parameters 
increases  cont inuously  wi th  decreasing temperature  up to  a  value  o fa/b  — 1  «  0.55 % at  
the lowest temperature measured, T = 8.6 K. 
In the case of ErNigB^C, a structural phase transition from the body-centered tetrag­
onal above TN, to an orthorhombic below TN, was reported [42] concomitant with the 
appearance of the basal-plane transverse spin-wave ordering with the moment direction 
along one of the basal-plane axes, b* [66, 67]. Neutron diffraction measurements on 
single crystal samples of TbNigBgC have shown that it also exhibits the basal plane 
spin wave ordering [69], but with the moment parallel to the ordering wavevector (lon­
gitudinal). With this in mind, one would also expect to find a similar magnetostrictive 
behavior for TbNi^BgC. In this paper, the results of high resolution x-ray diffraction 
measurements on a single-crystal of TbNigBzC are reported which confirm the existence 
of a magnetostrictive tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition in this system. 
The single crystals of TbNi2B%C were grown at the Ames Laboratory using a high-
temperature flux-growth technique that has been reported elsewhere [39, 70]. The result­
ing single crystal platelets extracted from the growth had the [001] axis perpendicular 
to the flat surface. For the purposes of these x-ray measurements, the sample was cut 
perpendicular to the [100] direction and mechanically polished to eliminate residual flux 
from the growth and provide a flat surface geometry favorable for x-ray diffraction. The 
same sample was also cut and polished to have a flat surface perpendicular to the [110] 
direction. 
The diffraction measurements were carried out using a four-circle diffractometer with 
a Ge (111) analyzer to increase the angular resolution of the instrument. The Mo 
Kai line (A = 0.7093 À) was selected from the rotating anode source using a Ge 
(111) monochromator. The mosaic spread of the sample at the (400) reflection was 
characterized by a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.073°. The longitudinal 
resolution of the instrument, as estimated from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
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of the (400), was 3.0 x 10-3 reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.), where 1 r.l.u. = 2tr/a. For 
measurements at low temperature, the sample was mounted on the cold finger of a 
closed-cycle displex refrigerator (base temperature « 8.6 K). 
Reciprocal lattice scans along [/i00] direction were performed in order to check for 
the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition as was found for the Er-member of this family. 
Since [hQO] is equivalent to [O/iO] in the tetragonal structure, but not in the orthorhombic 
structure, one expects to see the splitting of the peak into two upon the appearance of 
the orthorhombic phase due to the presence of the two different domains. The domain 
structure itself arises from the fact that an ordered moment orientation along (/i00) or 
(O/iO) is equally likely in the absence of a symmetry breaking extreme magnetic field. 
Fig. 4.2 shows the data corresponding to longitudinal scans through the (400) Bragg 
peaks for some selected temperatures along with two Gaussian-fitted solid lines. 
Above the Néel temperature of about 15 K [39, 69], Bragg peaks of the form (hkl )  
with h + k + I = 2n (n=integer) were indexed as expected from the body-centered 
tetragonal crystal structure. Upon cooling the sample below ss 15 K, Fig. 4.2 shows a 
strong broadening of the (400) Bragg peak. Between 15 K and 14.3 K the peak splitting 
associated with the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition was not sufficient to resolve 
the splitting. However, below 14 K the splitting is clearly observed to be symmetric 
about the original peak with comparable peak intensities for the two different domains 
(400) and (040). We also point out that no hysteresis, within temperature fluctuations 
at around the transition temperature, was observed during repeated cycles of cooling 
and warming through the transition. 
Fig. 4.3 displays the temperature dependence of the basal-plane lattice parameters 
(o and b), the order parameter (a/6 — 1), and the peak widths from the data in Fig. 4.2. 
These values were obtained by fitting the raw data of each longitudinal scan measured 
at (400) to the two Gaussian profiles. The anomalous behavior of the lattice parameters 
extracted from this fitting is displayed in Fig.4.3(a). The previously mentioned peak 
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Figure 4.2 Longitudinal scans through the (400) Bragg peak at selected 
temperatures. The solid lines are the results of least-square fits 
using two Gaussian line profiles. The dotted vertical line shows 
the position of (400) in the tetragonal structure. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) The lattice parameters, a and 6, extracted from longitudi­
nal scans of the (400) Bragg peak, (b) The order parameter, 
a/6 — 1 of the lattice distortion. The solid line is a least-square 
fit to a power law, A(1 - T/TN)20. The error bars close to 
the transition denote the indistinguishability of the two sepa­
rate domains, (400) and (040), within the current experimental 
resolution limit, (c) The FWHM of transverse scan for the two 
different domains, (400) and (040). The solid lines are guide to 
the eye. The dotted vertical lines in (a), (b), and (c) locate the 
TN found in this work. 
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broadening is indicated by the error bars in Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b). In Fig. 4.3(b) we see 
that the mismatch in the lattice parameters increases monotonically as the temperature 
is lowered and the value of a/6 — 1 reaches % 0.55 % at 8.6 K, the lowest temperature 
accessible in these measurements. Finally, Fig. 4.3(c) displays peak broadening in the 
transverse scans through the (400) peak(s) above and below the transformation. The 
larger widths of these peaks below the transition are most likely due to the redistribution 
of the two reduced domains in the orthorhombic phase and the accompanying strain. 
In order to obtain the transition temperature for the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic 
transformation, the data in Fig. 4.3(b) were fit to a power law in the reduced temper­
ature; A(1 — T/Tti)20. The best fit of the data, shown by the solid line in Fig. 4.3(b) 
yielded TN = 14.3±0.3 K. We note that this value for the TN differs slightly from the 
previously reported values of 14.9±0.1 K in the susceptibility measurement [39] and 
15 K in the single-crystal neutron scattering result [69]. The differences in TN may be 
attributed, in part, to a slight offset in the temperature calibrations of the cryostats. 
However, the inability to resolve separate peaks reliably for temperatures close to the 
transition also introduces some uncertainty. 
To confirm that the low-temperature structure is indeed orthorhombic, scans along 
the [00Z] direction (perpendicular to the basal plane) were also carried out. No significant 
change in the lattice parameter, c, the FWHM of both longitudinal and transverse scans, 
or the peak intensity were observed within the experimental resolution limit. 
Our results confirm the anticipated tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural transfor­
mation in TbNigBgC at the antiferromagnetic transition. The lattice distortion is most 
likely driven by the magneto-elastic interaction that arises as a result of the magnetic 
ordering, similar to what was observed in the Er-member of this family of the magnetic 
superconductors. Indeed, the strong magnetic anisotropy, arising from the CEF effects 
are known to exist in this material from the electrical resistivity and the spin suscep­
tibility measurements [39]. Furthermore, these results indicate that the interpretation 
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of the magnetic structure of TbNigBgC is incomplete, since it was based upon the as­
sumption that the crystal structure remains tetragonal below TN. The lowering of the 
symmetry from tetragonal to orthorhombic will allow a unique moment direction in the 
basal plane to be determined as was done recently for the Erf^BgC [71] by the magnetic 
x-ray scattering techniques. 
Synchrotron Magnetic X-ray Scattering Study of The Magnetic 
Structure in Orthrhombic Symmetry 
2 Resonant magnetic x-ray scattering measurements have been performed on a sin­
gle crystal of ThNi^B^C to uniquely determine the modulation wave vector in the low-
temperature orthorhombic phase. Below the transition temperature of 14-4(^:0.1) K, 
two magnetic satellite peaks develop, centered on (/i00)ort/i charge reflections. Our study 
shows that the longitudinal modulation of the magnetic moment is along the longer basal 
plane axes of the orthorhombic phase. Power law fits to the temperature dependence of 
the structural distortion, a/6—1, and the magnetic scattering intensity result in the same 
exponent, 0, and transition temperature evidencing explicitly that the structural phase 
transition is magneto-elastic in origin. 
This section reports on resonant magnetic x-ray scattering studies of the magnetic 
structure of the low-temperature orthorhombic phase of TbNigBgC. Previous neutron-
scattering measurements [63, 69] found that the magnetic structure at low temperatures 
could be described as a longitudinally polarized spin wave along the a*-axis (or b'-axis) 
in the basal plane. The angular resolution of these measurements was not sufficiently 
high to resolve the orthorhombic distortion of the unit cell and, therefore, could not 
completely determine the magnetic structure. As pointed out by Detlefe et al. [71], this 
2This section is based on the previous publication by C. Song, D. Wermeille, A. I. Goldman, P. C. 
Canfield, J. Y. Rhee, and B. N. Harmon, in Phys. Rev. B. 63, 104507 (2001). 
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transformation breaks the degeneracy of the basal plane directions allowing a unique 
determination of the magnetic structure using the higher angular resolution available to 
x-ray scattering measurements. High resolution non-resonant magnetic x-ray scattering 
measurements on ErNigBgC found that the transverse spin wave ordered along the longer 
basal plane axis, denoted as the [/i00]orth direction [71]. 
The single crystal of TbNigBgC used in this measurement is the same one studied 
in a previous experiment revealing the existence of the structural transition [43]. The 
sample was cut and polished to expose surfaces perpendicular to the [ZiOO] and [00/] 
directions. The sample was wrapped with 15/zm aluminum foil to minimize heating 
by the beam and then mounted on the cold finger of a closed cycle refrigerator with 
base temperature of % 6.5 K. The resonant x-ray scattering experiment was carried 
out on the MUCAT undulator beam line in Sector 6 at the Advanced Photon Source. 
Measurements were made at the Tb Lm absorption edge (E=7.514 keV) where the 
resonant magnetic scattering was found to be the strongest (see Fig. 4.4). We note that 
the position of the resonance with respect to the absorption edge is consistent with its 
origin as an electric dipole transition. The incident beam is polarized in the plane of the 
storage ring, perpendicular to the scattering plane (incident cr-polarization). A pyrolitic 
graphite (006) analyzer, at a scattering angle of 20anaiyzer % 95°, was used as a polarizer 
to select, primarily, the ^-polarized component of the scattered radiation. Considering 
the known vector properties of the resonant magnetic scattering amplitude [6], the TT-
polarized scattering senses the component of the magnetic moment in the scattering 
plane. This polarization scheme helps to reduce the background arising from charge 
scattering found in the cr-polarized component of the scattered beam. 
To determine whether the magnetic modulation brackets the (/i00)orth or (0fc0)orth 
charge peak of the low-temperature orthorhombic structure, careful reciprocal lattice 
space scans in the basal plane around the (200)orth and (020)orth charge peaks were 
performed. Below Tn, both of these reflections are observed as a split peak centered 
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Figure 4.4 Energy profiles of the (200) charge Bragg peak, and the (2+r 
0 0) magnetic satellite peak through the Lm absorption edge of 
Tb. 
on the position of the (200)tet charge peak because of the domain structure in the low-
temperature phase [43]. For consistency with earlier work, the peak found at lower Q 
(Q = |kf - ki| = y sin(y)), the larger lattice parameter, is denoted as (200)orth, and 
the peak at higher Q, the smaller lattice parameter, as (020)orth-
One of the principal results of this work is displayed in Fig. 4.5. Longitudinal 
scans along the [/i00]tet direction at 6.7 K show the split-charge peak as well as the 
magnetic satellites bracketing the charge peaks. All peaks were fit with a Lorentzian line 
shape to determine the peak positions as precisely as possible. The extracted values of 
peak position, Q/{2k) = sin(20/2), are summarized for each charge peak and magnetic 
satellite in Table 4.1. The average value of the two magnetic peak positions is, |-
^(2+rOO) _ 1.(0.3370+0.5904) = 0.4637, corresponding to the (200)orth charge 
peak with the position, Q/(2k)  = 0.4636. We therefore conclude that the longitudinal 
magnetic modulation, which develops below TN, is along the [/i00]orth direction in the 
reciprocal lattice, or the longer basal plane orthorhombic axis in real space. 
We now turn to an investigation of the temperature dependence of the magnetic 
scattering intensity and the orthorhombic lattice distortion to confirm their coincidence 
in temperature. Fig. 4.6(a) shows the temperature dependence of the integrated inten-
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Figure 4.5 Longitudinal scan along [/i00] showing the split charge peaks, 
and the magnetic satellite peaks. As described in the text, the 
two magnetic satellites bracket the (200)orth rather than (020)orth 
implying magnetic moments are modulated along a*. Data were 
taken at 6.7 K, and the intensities of charge and magnetic peaks 
are arbitrarily rescaled. 
sity of the (1+r 0 7) magnetic satellite and the third harmonic (3—3t 0 7) magnetic 
satellite. Fig. 4.6(b) plots the lattice distortion order parameter, a/b — 1, as a function 
of temperature. The lattice parameters in Fig. 4.6(b) were determined from fits to 
longitudinal scans through the charge scattering peaks using two Lorentzian line shapes. 
The solid line in Fig. 4.6(a) represents the fit of a power-law in temperature to the 
integrated intensities of magnetic satellites observed at r and 3r; 
I r  = A{T n -T) 2 f }  
hr = B(Ts-T) 6 0 .  
In Fig. 4.6 (b), the same power law fitting was used for the orthorhombicity of the 
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Table 4.1 Peak positions extracted from fitting longitudinal scans taken at a 
temperature of 6.7 K using a Lorentzian line shape. The center of 
the two magnetic peaks, 1/2 • (0.3370+0.5904) = 0.4637, matches 
with the (2 0 0)orth position. 
Reflection Peak Position 
sin(20/2) 
Charge Peak (2 0 0) 0.4636 
(0 2 0) 0.4663 
Magnetic Peak (2—r 0 0) 0.3370 
(2+t 0 0) 0.5904 
structure of the form: 
a/b — 1 = C(TN - T) 2 0 .  
The power-law fits to the magnetic intensity and orthorhombicity were carried out si­
multaneously with common parameters of 0 and for the set of data in Fig. 4.6(a) 
and (b). Taken together, these fits yield a Néel temperature of 14.4(±0.1) K and an 
exponent, 0 = 0.21(±0.01). The measured value of TN differs from the previously re­
ported value of ss 15 K. This is mostly likely due to slightly different calibrations of the 
cryostats as well as possible local heating in this experiment from the intense undulator 
beam. The onset of the magnetic modulation and the orthorhombic structural distortion 
are found at the same temperature within experimental error. The observation that the 
same exponent  descr ibes  the  power  law behavior  of  both  the  or thorhombici ty ,  a/b — 1 ,  
and magnetic scattering intensity is consistent with the fact that both of these should 
scale with the square of the sublattice magnetization. Further comment on the value 
of the critical exponent, ft, would require measurements much closer to the transition 
temperature. 
We now turn to a discussion of some of the features of both the ErNigBgC and 
TbNi2BgC compounds. First, we note that for both compounds the magnetic modu­
lation is found along the longer basal plane axes although the moment direction for 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Integrated intensities of magnetic satellites of (1+r 0 7) and 
(3—3T 0 7). Solid lines are power-law fits as described in the text, 
(b) Orthorhombicity order parameter from the lattice distortion, 
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ErNi2B2C is transverse to f, while for TbNigBgC the moments are parallel to f. As 
mentioned above, for the borocarbide compounds, the modulation wave vector is deter­
mined by nesting (via the RKKY interaction) of the Fermi surface (Ref. [64]), while 
the moment directions are determined by specific CEF interactions for the Tb and Er 
ions. In the paramagnetic, tetragonal structure, the nesting gives rise to equivalent 
peaks in the generalized susceptibility, % (q), along both the a* and b* directions. For 
the orthorhombic distortion we repeated the calculation of x (q), restricting the region 
of k-space integration to the nesting region (see reference [64] for calculational details) 
and found that the peak in x (q) along the a*-axis increases relative to the b*-axis peak, 
thus offering an explanation for the direction of the observed magnetic ordering wave 
vector in both ErNigBgC and TbNigBgC. 
A simple geometrical argument can help to explain the increase in the nesting along 
the a* direction when the orthorhombic distortion takes place. In the tetragonal struc­
ture the areas of the Fermi surface are equal for the nesting pieces with the spanning 
wave vector along the a* and b* directions. When a/b becomes larger than 1, the rela­
tive area of the Fermi surface along b* stretches and the susceptibility for the spanning 
(nesting) wave vector along a* becomes larger. 
As a second point of comparison between the two compounds, in Fig. 4.6(c), we plot 
the wave vector of the magnetic satellite as a function of temperature determined from 
fits to scans through the magnetic satellite along the [/i00]orth direction, corrected for the 
orthorhombic distortion of the structure. ErNigBgC shows a lock-in of the modulation 
wave vector at r = 0.55 (11/20) with the onset of weak ferromagnetism below 2.3 
K [72, 73]. The modulation wave vector of the TbNigBgC compound in Fig. 4.6(c) 
displays no apparent lock-in for the temperature range above % 6.7 K. Nevertheless, 
in TbNigBgC, below « 6 K, thermodynamic and transport measurements indicate that 
a weak ferromagnetic component may be present as well. At these temperatures, we 
speculate that the wave vector may lock-in at a lower value with the development of weak 
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ferromagnetism. Further experiments at lower temperatures using circularly-polarized 
x-rays are planned to investigate weak ferromagnetism in this compound. 
Summarizing, the measurements described here complete the determination of the 
antiferromagnetic structure of TbNigBgC. Below the Néel temperature of 14.4(±0.1) 
K, a longitudinal magnetic modulation of the Tb moments develops. Concomitantly, 
a magneto-elastic orthorhombic distortion of the lattice occurs such that the magnetic 
modulation is parallel to the longer basal plane axis. In contrast to the case for ErNigBgC 
[71], the magnetic moments in TbNigBgC are parallel, rather than transverse to the 
modulation. The normal-state electronic band structure calculation was also carried out 
in the orthorhombic symmetry to show that stronger nesting is indeed present along the 
longer basal plane axes. 
Low-Temperature Study: Lock-in Transition 
The strong temperature dependence of the modulation wave vector in TbNigBgC was 
noted from the resonant magnetic x-ray scattering experiment described in the previous 
section. Further, neutron scattering measurements [69] reported a lock-in of the wave 
vector below % 8 K. Again similar lock in transition was observed in ErNigBgC as well 
providing the need for futher low temperature study (< 8 K) with the high-resolution 
x-ray resonant scattering technique to confirm and also determine the precise position 
of the lock-in wave vector. 
In this section, extended high-resolution synchrotron magnetic x-ray scattering ex­
periments are reported. The experiments were carried out on the Troika undulator 
beamline (ID10C) of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). The sam­
ple was mounted on the cold finger of a Displex closed-cycle refrigerator with a base 
temperature of approximately 1.7 K. The experiment was aimed to resolve the lock-in 
transition and the lock-in wave vector in the refined orthorhombic crystal lattice with 
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the aid of the high-resolution magnetic x-ray scattering method. 
A vertical scattering geometry was used at the Troika beamline which defines the 
incoming photon's polarization as jf-polarization.3 A single crystal Ge(lll) was used as 
an analyzer crystal to increase the angular resolution further. 
Two magnetic satellites of (—1 + T07) and (—r08) were measured as a function of 
temperature. Since lattice distortion accompanies the magnetic ordering, proper normal­
ization of the modulation wave vector for the distorted lattice parameter, o, is essential 
to determine the wave vector precisely. For the purpose, peak positions of the two mag­
netic satellites of positive-f and also negative-f were carefully traced. Finally the wave 
vector was normalized using the two peaks by 
2tt 
— = -Q(-l + r07) - Q(-r08), 
Q(-r08) 
T 
~ <?(—1+T07)+ <?(—r08)' 
and the result is shown in Fig. 4.7. 
A rather smooth lock-in of the modulation wave vector to the commensurate value of 
6/11 (22) below ~ 7 K was observed as shown in Fig. 4.7. Interestingly, the lock-in tran­
sition temperature was consistent with the weak ferromagnetic transition temperature 
CAVFM) of the compound reported from the SQUID bulk susceptibility measurement 
[39]. It should also be pointed out that a similar behavior of the lock-in transition was 
also observed in ErNi^BgC to the wave number of 11/20 below ~ 2.3 K, again consistent 
with the TWFM-
The coincidence between the lock-in of the wave vector and the developement of 
weak ferromagnetism both in TbNigBgC and ErNi2B2C may have the same microscopic 
origin. Further speculation on the microscopic modelling would be intriguing but the 
confirmation of Tb ion's weak ferromagnetic moment formation has to be acertained 
3 Please note that photon polarization is defined with respect to the scattering plane. Accordingly, 
the photon polarized parallel to the storage ring plane is noted as ^-polarization now. 
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Figure 4.7 The modulation wave vector calculated from the (—1 + r07) and 
(—r08) peaks is displayed. Lock-in to the wave vector of 6/11 
(broken horizontal line) below 7 K is shown. 
first. The bulk susceptibility measurement gives supporting evidence, but it is not a 
local probe with ion specificity. 
X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism Search for Weak Ferromag­
netism 
4 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements were performed on TbNi^B^C 
in order to confirm the weak ferromagnetism reported for this material at low tempera­
tures. Below approximately 8 K, an increase in the dichroic signal was observed at the 
Tb Liu edge, consistent with the onset of weak ferromagnetism involving the Tb ions. At 
an external magnetic field of 500 G, the ferromagnetic order parameter was obtained, 
and is in good agreement with the bulk magnetization data measured by a SQUID mag­
4 Work in this section is based on the paper submitted to Phys. Rev. B by C. Song, J. C. Lang, C. 
Detlefs, A. Létoublon, W. Good, J. Kim, D. Wermeille, S. L. Bud'ko, P. C. Canfield, and A. I. Goldman 
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netometer. 
Great interest in the ANi2B2C (R=raie earth) family continues because of the rich 
variety of ground-state physical properties of these compounds [47, 48, 49, 50, 53]. In 
particular, there have been numerous investigations of the relationship between the com­
peting interactions of superconductivity and long-range magnetic order [51]. Recently, 
for example, the onset of weak ferromagnetism in ErNi2B2C (TWFM ~ 2.5 K) concomi­
tant with the superconducting state (TC ~ 10 K) was reported, along with an upturn of 
the critical current with the onset of ferromagnetism, contrary to expectations [74]. 
While TbNi2B2C, is not superconducting down to 7 mK [75], it is closely related to 
the Er compound not only in its bulk thermodynamic properties [57, 39], but also in its 
microscopic magnetic ordering behavior [37, 42, 43, 71]. Both systems order in an incom­
mensurate spin wave along the [100] direction of the orthorhombic unit cell (o > 6), with 
the magnetic moments confined to the basal plane. For both TbNi2B2C and ErNi2B2C, 
the magnetic transition is accompanied by a lattice distortion from tetragonal symmetry 
(above TN) to orthorhombic symmetry (below TN). Perhaps most interestingly, similar 
lock-in transitions have been observed in both of these compounds in recent high resolu­
tion resonant magnetic x-ray scattering experiments [76]. The lock-in of the modulation 
wave vector to a commensurate value appears at the same temperature as the onset 
of weak ferromagnetism indicated by bulk susceptibility measurements [57, 39]. Previ­
ous neutron-scattering measurements have provided support for weak ferromagnetism 
in TbNi2B2C below approximately 8 K, although these measurements were done with 
an unpolarized beam [69]. Furthermore, 57Fe Mossbauer and /zSR experiments have 
indicated the onset of weak ferromagnetism through a reduction in the hyperfine field 
and the electronic spin fluctuation rate below TWFM [77]. 
In this section, we report on recent x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) exper­
iments on TbNi2B2C designed to directly probe the onset of a ferromagnetic component 
below TWFM associated with the Tb ions. An XMCD experiment probes the difference, 
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fj.c = {n+ — + ti~), in the absorption of x-rays by a sample with the mag­
netic moment parallel (/x+) and antiparallel (n~) to the helicity of the incident photon 
beam. Since the absorption involves transitions from well-understood core levels with 
well-defined angular momentum, the observed structure in the dichroic signal can yield 
information about the spin polarization and spin-orbit coupling of the final states [78]. 
The information obtained from this measurement is element specific since the absorption 
measurement is made as the incident energy is scanned through an absortption edge. 
For the case at hand, the dichroic signal was measured at the Tb Lui absorption edge, 
corresponding to transitions from the 2pa core level to the spin-polarized 5d bands. 
Although the determination of the magnitude of the ferromagnetic moment using this 
method is very complicated, the dichroic signal scales directly with the ferromagnetic 
moment and can be used to confirm the existence of weak ferromagnetism in TbNigBgC 
associated with the Tb ions. 
The x-ray magnetic circular dichroism experiment was carried out on the 6-ID un­
dulator beamline of the MUCAT sector at Advanced Photon Source. A bent mirror was 
inserted after the double-crystal Si(lll) monochromator to eliminate higher harmonics 
of the incident beam. Control of the beam polarization was enabled using a thin diamond 
crystal phase retarder [79] to flip the incident a polarized beam between left circularly 
polarized (LCP) and right circularly polarized (RCP) radiation. The dichroism mea­
surements were done in a transmission geometry using a fine-grained powder sample. 
The powder was uniformly spread on cellophane tapes and then combined to yield the 
change in absorption across the Tb Lm absorption edge to one absorption length. The 
prepared sample was mounted on the cold finger of a helium cryostat equipped with a 
superconducting magnet. By pumping on the helium pot, sample temperatures down 
to 3 K in fields up to 4 kG could be reached. 
Two different methods of data acquisition in XMCD experiments are possible. First, 
the direction of the magnetic field on the sample can be held constant while the beam 
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polarization is flipped between positive (LCP) and negative helicity (RCP). Alterna­
tively, the incident beam helicity can be held fixed while the magnetic field direction is 
reversed. Anticipating a small dichroic signal arising from weak ferromagnetism, data 
were obtained by combining both methods: At each temperature and field value, data 
sets were obtained by reversing the photon helicity for each step in energy, and repeating 
the whole process after flipping the magnetic field direction. The resulting dichroic sig­
nal was obtained from the average value of data obtained for positive and negative field 
values. One main advantage of this method is that it compensates for small systematic 
errors derived from a slight difference in incident intensity between LCP and RCP beams 
and the residual nonlinearity in the detection system. 
As mentioned above, the dichroism measurements were made at the Tb Lni-edge. 
In order to estimate the magnitude of the expected signal from the weak ferromagnetic 
ordering in low external field, data were first taken at T = 3.1 K in a large applied field of 
4 kG. At this field and temperature, bulk magnetization measurements indicate that the 
ferromagnetic moment is nearly saturated at a value of approximately 7HB- In Fig. 4.8, 
the absorption edge spectrum as well as the XMCD signal is shown for this temperature 
and field. The absorption data, /X = ^LCP F /XRCP) =5 (-log(5/Lcp) - log(5/RCp)), 
where 51 = I/I0, were obtained for both positive (/%+) and negative (^_) external 
magnetic fields. The average absorption (circles) is displayed in the upper panel of Fig. 
4.8. Similarly, the dichroic signal from the flipping ratio, (7LCP - /RCP)/(^LCP + /RCP) is 
shown in the lower panel. At this field and temperature the dichroic signal amounts to 
approximately 3% of the total absorption. 
We now turn to the data obtained from low field measurements (H=5Q0 G). The raw 
dichroic signal at several temperatures is displayed in Fig. 4.9, along with solid lines 
that represent fits to a Lorentzian line shape. 
The principal result of this experiment is shown in Fig. 4.10, where the temperature 
dependence of the intensity of the dichroic signal, obtained from the fits represented in 
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Figure 4.8 Tb Lm-edge absorption (upper panel) and XMCD signal (lower 
panel) taken at T=3 K and H=4 kG for TbNizBgC. For both 
panels, circles show the averaged value from flipping the external 
field. 
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Figure 4.9 The dichroic signals at external field of 500 G are plotted for 
several temperatures. The solid lines are fits to a Lorentzian 
line shape. 
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Fig. 4.9, is plotted. On the same plot, the bulk magnetization data of the same powder 
sample, measured by a SQUID magnetometer at the same field, are also displayed. The 
only adjustable parameter required to bring the two data sets into coincidence is an 
overall scale factor. The temperature dependence of the dichroic signal clearly is well 
described by the temperature dependence of the bulk magnetization data, confirming 
the onset of ferromagnetic order of the Tb ions below approximately 8 K. These mea­
surements provide direct confirmation of the weak ferromagnetism in TbNigBgC inferred 
from the bulk susceptibility data. 
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Figure 4.10 The dichroic signal taken at 500 G is plotted with filled circles. 
The solid line is the bulk magnetization measurement data on 
the same powder sample at the same field. The scale for XMCD 
data is shown to the left while that for the SQUID data Me 
shown to right. 
Due to differences in the radial portion of the transition matrix elements at rare-earth 
Lii,m edges [80], a quantitative determinations of the actual 5d magnetic moment using 
sum rule [81] analysis is not possible. Nevertheless it is possible to estimate the size of the 
5d moment by comparing the spectra with the reported size of the full moment. First, we 
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note that in this measurement, the dichroic signal arises from electric dipole transitions 
from the Tb 2pa core level to the 5d bands. Therefore, the observed signal arises from 
the moment induced on the spin-polarized 5d-band. A rough estimate of the ratio of 
the 5d induced moment to 4/ moment yields a value on the order of ~ 1/20 [82]. The 
reported weak ferromagnetic component of the moment for TbNigBgC is approximately 
0.2 ^B- Therefore, the dichroic signal detected in the current measurements arises from 
an induced 5d moment on the order of 0.01 HB-
In order to more closely examine the relationship between the dichroism data and 
the bulk magnetization data, measurements were also carried out while changing the 
external magnetic field at a fixed temperature of 3.1 K. The resulting XMCD signal 
is displayed in Fig. 4.11 along with the bulk magnetization data from the SQUID 
measurement. We point out that the same relative scale factor was applied here as was 
used for Fig. 4.10. At low fields, good agreement was obtained between the XMCD and 
SQUID data. At high field, however, there is a noticeable difference between the XMCD 
and SQUID data. We believe that this difference arises from the fact that the powder 
used in the XCMD measurements was constrained (bonded to tapes) while the powder 
sample used in the SQUID measurement was free to rotate in the applied field. At low 
fields, the difference between the measurements is expected to be negligible, while in 
high applied field, rotation of grains can yield significantly larger values for the moment. 
Summarizing, the weak ferromagnetism on TbNigBgC has been directly confirmed 
from the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements at 500 G. A weak ferromag­
netic component develops on the Tb ion below ~ 8 K consistent with the bulk suscep­
tibility result. 
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Figure 4.11 XMCD and SQUID magnetization data on TbP^BsC as a 
function of applied external field at a fixed temperature of 3.1 
K. The scale for the XMCD data is shown to the left while the 
magnetic moment determined form the SQUID measurements 
is shown to the right. The smearing of the metamagnetic tran­
sitions arises from powder averaging. 
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Spin Arrangements 
As mentioned in the previous sections, the development of weak ferromagnetic mo­
ments can be related to the lock-in of the modulation wave vector. Based on the lock-in 
periodicity and the appearance of the higher harmonic satellites, impying squaring up of 
the moment, a microscopic model is proposed that can explain the weak ferromagnetism 
of TbNisB^C with a natural extension to ErNigB^C as well. 
The moment on the lattice site experiences a local magnetic field originating from 
the effective exchange field, 5 Hexch(ri) ~ cos(f • fj + 0). Hence, the direction of the 
moment is determined by the sign of the field, and the magnitude is controlled by the 
amplitude. Based on the wave vector obtained from the XRES experiment, we can 
arrange magnetic moments in the crystal lattice fulfilling the exchange-field distribution 
as shown in Fig. 4.12. 6 
Recalling the observations from experiments, the local magnetic moment showed the 
following behavior. In the Néel state, the antiferromagnetic spin wave was formed with 
incommensurate periodicity as shown with the broken lines in Fig. 4.12. The sizes of 
the spins are modulated (amplitude modulation) in the beginning. Upon decreasing the 
temperature, two things happen. First, the wave vector decreases, and the spin wave 
itself becomes squared (size of each magnetic moment becomes similar). Squaring up of 
the moments at each lattice site is evidenced by higher harmonic satellites appearing in 
reciprocal lattice space scans. Those have a relationship with the real spin arrangement 
by the Fourier pair relations, /i(f}) = Mnr) cos(nf • fj- + e). 
5 The exchange field is implied from the mean-field approximation of the two-ion exchange interaction 
from Hexch = • Jj, and hence < J3 > • 
6 Positive amplitude in a sinusoidal function corresponds to the spin pointing to the right, and vice 
versa. The convention is introduced for consistency only in this thesis 
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Figure 4.12 Spin arrangements satisfying the observed modulation wave 
vector are depicted in the projected basal plane. Circles 
displays the Tb ion and filled circles are introduced for the 
body-centered Tb ions. The broken line has a longer periodic­
ity than the 6/11 lock in modulation. 
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Further decrease of the temperature, finally, leads to the lock-in of the wave vector to 
the commensurate value of T = 6/11(3%). The commensurate modulation is drawn with 
the solid sinusoidal line in Fig. 4.12. 7 It should be emphasized that the commensuration 
of the wave vector allows nodes at the lattice sites at, for instance, = 0,11, and body-
centered ions at 5.5, where the moments are free to choose any direction. The moment 
on those sites are colored in red in the figure to be distinguished from others. Here 
the direction of the moment at the nodes was a chosen to have a net magnetic moment 
to account for the ferromagnetic component. However it should be also noted that the 
moment direction is consistent with the modulation wave vector prior to the lock-in 
value. The current arrangement of spins would result in 1/11 x /zTb of a ferromagnetic 
component in the fully saturated state, since the complete cancelation between sublattice 
magnetization still leaves surplus moments which are red colored. 
To confirm the validity of the current schematic model, we compared the intensities 
of harmonics from the diffraction experiment at low temperature with the expected 
intensity ratios from the model showin in Fig. 4.12. The intensity is porportional to 
the square of the magnetic moment, /(nr) oc< n(nr) >2. Here fi{nr) is the coefficient 
from the Fourier transformation as noted above. With the arrangement of the spins in 
a (+ H 1- 4 I- H— + H + H M h) sequence, the intensity ratio 
from the square of the coefficients results in /(T){1//(3T), 1//(5T), 1//(7T), 1//(9T)}= 
{8.51,21.20,34.87,45.53}. 
Now, the calculated intensity ratios from the spin arrangement in Fig. 4.12 can be 
compared with the experimentally observed intensities at 2 K, and the result is displayed 
in Fig. 4.13. Agreement between the model and the experimental result can be seen in 
both the peak positions and relative magnitude in the intensities of the higher harmonic 
satellites such as /(r) > T*(3r) > /(5r) > T(7r) > T(9r). The tiny side peaks that 
7 At this temperature, the spin wave becomes distorted due to the development of the harmonics, 
but just primary modulation is drawn here for simplicity 
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Figure 4.13 Upper panel shows the reciprocal lattice space scan along the 
(/i07), and the data were taken at 2 K. The lower panel displays 
the calculated integrated intensities of all the possible harmon­
ics  f rom the  mode l  i n  F ig .  4 .12 .  The  p r imary  modu la t ion  o f  r  
is 6/11(22). 
appear next to each main harmonic were confirmed to be systematic artifacts. 
A quantitative comparison of the intensity ratios from the model with the data ob­
tained from the experiment result in some disagreement due to the fact that moments 
are not fully saturated at 2 K, but the model calculation was based on the equal mo­
ment distribution assumption. Secondly, the experimental intensity shown in Fig. 4.13 
represents a peak intensity rather than integrated intensity that has a direct relationship 
with the order parameter. 
A more quantitative assesment of the intensities can be made with the integrated 
intensities obtained from the experiment at ESRF. From the order parameters shown in 
Fig. 4.14, we can estimate intensity ratio of the first harmonic to the third harmonic to 
be ~ 8.33 by rough extrapolation to zero temperature even though the third harmonic 
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components are not fully saturated in the available data points. The estimated velue of 
~ 8.3 is close to the value of ~ 8.5 calculated from the model. Overall, the speculated 
model and the experimental results are in good agreement. 
TbNi B C Order Parameters (ESRF) 
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Figure 4.14 Order parameters from the integrated intensities of harmonics 
are shown. The solid lines are power-law fit as described in the 
text. 
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5 OBSERVATION OF A SPIN REORIENTATION IN 
TbCu2Ge2 FROM RESONANT AND NONRESONANT 
X-RAY SCATTERING 
1 Resonant and nonresonant magnetic x-ray scattering measurements have been car­
ried. out on a single crystal of TbCv^Ge^- DC susceptibility measurements on single crys­
tals clearly showed two transitions at TN=1%-3 K and Tt=9.6 K. The temperature depen­
dence of both the resonant and nonresonant magnetic scattering were fit self-consistently 
and revealed a reorientation of the moments in the basal plane from [110] below Tt, to 
[010] for temperatures Tt <T <Tff. The temperature dependence of the rotation angle 
has been extracted based on a simple model for the magnetic structure. 
While the structure and magnetic properties of the RT2X2 series (R = lanthanide 
or actinide, T = transition metal, and X =Si, Ge) have been studied since the early 
1980s [24, 83], the recent availability of high-quality single crystals of these compounds 
has stimulated many new investigations focused on their anisotropic magnetic proper­
ties [84]. Many of these compounds crystallize in the body centered tetragonal ThCr^Sig 
structure. The rare-earth site has tetragonal point symmetry that, for many compounds, 
leads to an extremely anisotropic local moment response, except for Gd ion (L = 0). 
For example, for TbNigGe? [83, 85, 86] the local moments are Ising-like with their mo­
ments along the crystallographs c-axis, whereas for ANigBgC (a filled version of the 
ThCraSia structure) the local moments for i?=Tb, Dy, Ho and Er are confined to the 
1 Work in this chapter is based on the paper submitted to Phys. Rev. B by C. Song, D. Johnson, D. 
Wermeille, A. I. Goldman, S. L. Bud'ko, I. R. Fisher and P. C. Canfield 
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four symmetry related [100] or [110] axes, making it an example of a four-state clock 
model [51]. The ability to choose, or tune, the magnetic structure by choice of rare earth 
or ligands makes this structural family of compounds ideal for detailed investigations of 
Fermi surface nesting [30], crystalline electric field (CEF) effects, and metamagnetism. 
Much of the previous work on the i2T2X2 compounds has been done on polycrys-
talline samples where information on anisotropic effects is obscured by powder averaging. 
In several instances, powder neutron diffraction determinations of the magnetic structure 
are incomplete, either because of powder averaging [87] or the lack of higher momentum 
(Q) resolution available from x-ray synchrotron sources. Over the past few years, the 
techniques of non-resonant and resonant magnetic x-ray scattering from small single 
crystal samples [9, 3] have been used to solve and/or refine the magnetic structure of 
several rare-earth containing compounds [86, 30, 42, 71, 43, 37]. These measurements 
have revealed new phenomena that shed light on the complex nature of magnetism in 
these systems. High-resolution resonant magnetic x-ray scattering studies of a single 
crystal sample of Tbf^Ge?, for example, revealed that the magnetic structure is incom­
mensurate with the crystal structure over a range of temperatures below 7N=16.8 K, 
transforming to a commensurate structure below Tt=9.3 K [86]. The subtle change in 
wave vector at Tt was not observed in previous powder neutron measurements and led 
to a reinterpretation of the magnetic structure and the nature of the transformation at 
Tt. 
In this paper we report on resonant and non-resonant magnetic scattering measure­
ments of a related compound, TbCu2Ge2, which also crystallizes in the body-centered 
tetragonal ThCr;Si2 structure. The space group is 14/mmm, and the Tb ions are lo­
cated at the corner and the body center surrounded by eight Ge ions forming a cubic 
cage as displayed in Fig. 5.1. Previous powder neutron diffraction measurements on 
the TbCu2Ge2 compound revealed a single transition, below approximately 12.5 K, to 
an antiferromagnetic state characterized by a wave vector of (5O5) with the moments 
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directed along the [110] direction [88]. However, bulk magnetization measurements on 
single crystals revealed the presence of a second transition below approximately 9.3 K. 
It was suspected that this second transition involved the spatial reorientation of the 
moments, a feature that was not clearly observed in the neutron powder measurements. 
Resonant and non-resonant magnetic x-ray scattering measurements were undertaken 
to resolve the nature of the second transition, denoted Tt at 9.3 K. 
Single crystals of TbCugGeg were grown at the Ames Laboratory using a high tem­
perature flux-growth method. The resulting single crystal from the crucible exhibited 
smooth facets perpendicular to the c-axis. This surface was further polished to remove 
possible residual flux and to allow a flat scattering geometry perpendicular to the c 
direction. After polishing, the mosaic spread of the sample was measured to be about 
0.03° as determined from the FWHM of (008) Bragg peak. 
DC susceptibility measurements on the single crystal sample were performed at a 
low field of 1 kG using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. The results, shown in 
Fig. 5.2, display a strong anisotropy between Xx (H J_ c) and X|| (H || c). The origin of 
this anisotropy lies in the crystalline electric field (CEF) splitting of the 4/ orbitals of 
Tb3+ ion, an ubiquitous feature of the Z2T2X2 family of compounds. The paramagnetic-
antiferromagnetic transition occurs at about 12.3 K (Tn). Perhaps the most interesting 
observation from the data in Fig. 5.2 is the occurrence of the second "kink" in XL (H 
J. c) at approximately 9.6 K (T£). 
The resonant and nonresonant magnetic x-ray scattering experiments were carried 
out on the undulator beam line in the MUCAT sector (6ID) at the Advanced Photon 
Source using a double-bounce Si(lll) monochromator and a pyrolitic graphite (PG) 
analyzer in the horizontal scattering geometry. The sample was mounted on the cold 
finger of closed cycle cryostat and wrapped with A1 foil (15/zm) to reduce local heating. 
As shown in Fig. 5.3, the sample was oriented with the (hQl) zone in the scattering 
plane with a (out of the scattering plane) incoming photon polarization. The resonant 
Figure 5.1 Crystal structure of TbCu2Ge2. Large dark gray circles are Tb 
ions, medium light gray circles are Ge ions, and small black 
circles represent Cu ions. 
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Figure 5.2 DC susceptibility measurements on a single crystal of TbCugGeg 
with an applied magnetic field of 1 kG. Two transitions from Xx 
(H _L [001]) are evident. 
scattering was performed at the Lui edge of Tb where, using the PG(006) reflection, 
scattering in the a polarization channel was effectively suppressed. In this geometry, for 
electric dipole resonant scattering, only the component of the magnetic moment in the 
scattering plane is probed [6]. Non-resonant scattering measurements were done at 7 
keV using the PG(002) reflection to pass both the 3 and f-polarized scattered radiation. 
In this configuration, and at this low energy, all components of the magnetic moment 
contribute to the scattering, but we are primarily sensitive to the component out of 
the scattering plane along [010] [89]. Using both resonant and non-resonant scattering 
techniques then, all three components of the magnetic moment direction can be probed 
without reorienting the sample [68]. 
As mentioned above, for the resonant scattering measurements at the Tb Lm ab­
sorption edge, using a PG(006) analyzer in the horizontal scattering geometry effec­
tively suppresses the a-polarized scattered intensity. Therefore, we primarily probe the 
^-polarized magnetic scattering which is sensitive to the components of the magnetic 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of the asymmetric scattering geometry em­
ployed for the experiment. Flat sample surface is along the [001] 
direction, and (hOl) reflections are achieved after tilting the sam­
ple. 
moment direction in the scattering plane {hOl). At T=7 K, below both TN and T(, an 
energy scan through the Lni absorption edge of Tb exhibits a large resonant enhance­
ment (see Fig. 5.4) of the magnetic peak intensity at the antiferromagnetic peak position 
(|0y). The intensity of the charge peak (008), however, decreases in accord with the 
increase in atomic absorption and the effects of anomalous dispersion corrections. The 
maximum of the resonance in the magnetic peak intensity was found slightly above the 
absorption edge, consistent with an electric dipole (El) transition from the 2p to 5d 
orbitals of the Tb ion. 
Careful reciprocal lattice scans along high symmetry directions found only the (5O5) 
modulation wave vector, consistent with the previous powder neutron experiment [88]. 
The temperature dependence of the magnetic scattering was measured at the (jO-y) peak 
position through both Tt and TN. The order parameter obtained from the integrated 
intensity at the (jOy) magnetic Bragg peak is shown in Fig .5.5(a). As the sample 
temperature increases, the intensity of the magnetic reflection decreases and all but 
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Figure 5.4 Absorption and resonance energy profiles of TbCu^Ge^ through 
the Lm edge of Tb. 
disappears at approximately 9.6 K (Tt), well below T^. We note that there is a small 
resonant contribution that remains up to TN, that will be discussed below. The bulk 
of the resonant signal, however, is lost above Tt. Extensive reciprocal space scans were 
performed to investigate whether a new modulation appears in the resonant scattering 
between TT and TN as occurs for TbNigGeg [86], but no additional wave vector could be 
located. These data provide a strong indication that above Tt, but still below TN, the 
magnetic moment direction itself rotates out of the scattering plane. 
To further investigate the nature of the magnetic ordering between Tt and TN, the 
non-resonant magnetic scattering was measured using an incident photon energy of 7 
keV, 417 eV below the Tb Lm edge, to avoid any significant interference with the 
resonant scattering. For this measurement, the PG(002) reflection was used, still in 
the horizontal scattering geometry, to allow us to detect both the a- and f-polarized 
components of diffracted beam. The nonresonant magnetic scattering in the <?-polarized 
channel is primarily sensitive to the component of the magnetic moment direction out 
of the scattering plane, along [010]. The temperature dependence of the integrated 
intensity of the non-resonant scattering at the (jOy) magnetic reflection is shown in 
Fig. 5.5(b). Contrary to what was observed for the resonant scattering in Fig. 5.5(a), 
the non-resonant intensity persists up to TN albeit with a noticeable inflection point 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Integrated intensity at (£0y) magnetic Bragg peak at Lm 
edge of Tb ion. Polarization analysis was done with <T to K 
selection. The intensity nearly disappears at Tt instead of TN. 
(b) Non-resonant integrated intensity at 7 keV. A clear inflection 
around Tt is seen, and the peak disappears at TN. (C) Extracted 
value of the orientation angle of moment direction with respect 
to [100]. Solid lines are self-consistent fitting results using the 
model described in the text, (d) The FWHM of the (jOy) 
magnetic satellite showing the broadening stated in the text. 
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at Tt. We also point out here that the order parameters shown in both Fig. 5.5(a) 
and 5.5(b) differ in form from the powder neutron result [88], which shows a smooth 
decrease in intensity, without any noticeable inflection up to the Néel temperature. 
The non-resonant scattering data provides further evidence that the magnetic moment 
direction rotates out of the scattering plane to point along the [010] direction between 
Tt and TN-
We now turn to a quantitative assessment of the data in Fig. 5.5 using the resonant 
(dipole) and non-resonant scattering cross-sections, and a model which accounts for the 
rotation of the magnetic moment out of the scattering plane between T, and TN- The 
resonant (El) scattering intensity for & to f-polarization, and the nonresonant scattering 
intensity for â to 5 and a to f-polarization for our geometry can be expressed as follows 
[6, 89]; 
^rëtmant « (zc sin 9 — ZA COS 9) 
oc [(5fc sin 29)2 cos2 26^ 
+ 4 sin4 0(cos 9{La + Sa) + Sc sin 0)2], 
where, for the resonant cross-section, zc and za denote the in-plane spatial components 
of the induced magnetic moment of the spin polarized 5d band due to the exchange 
coupling of magnetic 4/ orbitals, and 5, and Li represent the spatial components of the 
spin and orbital moments for the non-resonant cross-section. 
In order to model the temperature dependence of the intensities in Fig. 5.5, two 
temperature dependent parameters that account for the angle of rotation from the scat­
tering plane, a(T), and the decrease of the sublattice magnetization with increasing 
temperature, S(T), were incorporated in our fits. A function for the temperature de­
pendence of the sublattice magnetization was obtained by solving the Brillouin function 
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self-consistently using two relations [90]; 
_ , , 25 + 1 ..25+1, 1 . . 1 , 
Bs(s) = -2S-COth(_2S~)!'"2S 
y = 
for all temperatures. The magnetic moment was then decomposed into components 
along each direction as 
5(T) = ( S a ( T ) i  +  S b ( T ) j )  
oc Bs(T)(icosa{T) +j'sina(T)), 
where a(T) is the angle between the magnetic moment direction and the [100] direction 
at temperature T, as shown in Fig. 5.6. No magnetic moment along the c-direction was 
included based on the susceptibility measurement and the previous neutron results. 
After fitting both the resonant and non-resonant order parameters self-consistently, 
the temperature dependence of the rotation angle, a(T), was found as shown in Fig. 
5.5(c). The solid lines in Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) show the results of the fit to these 
data described above. These results confirm our earlier speculation that below Tt, the 
magnetic moment is aligned along the [110] direction and as the sample temperature is 
increased toward Tt, they rotate toward [010], out of the scattering plane. After passing 
through the lower transition temperature, Tt, the moment direction locks into [010] until 
TN is reached. The results, showing the moment direction in the basal plane above and 
below Tt are depicted in Fig. 5.6. 
As mentioned before, the resonant scattering order parameter does not completely 
disappear above Tt. The best fit to these data was, in fact, obtained by allowing for the 
existence of some non-rotated regions of the sample above Tt. The fits were relatively 
insensitive to the fraction of non-rotated domains between 10 ~ 30% of the total. We 
speculate that the untransformed regions may lie at the boundary between domains 
with moment directions along [100] and [010] as would be expected for tetragonal sym­
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metry. In this way, the exchange energy between differently rotated domains may be 
reduced. This speculation is supported by a careful inspection of the resonant scattering 
peak widths (Fig. 5.5(d)), which show significant broadening above Tt, consistent with 
significant decrease in the extent of the region with moments along [110]. 
[100] Î > 
[010] 
T < Tt Tt < T < 
Figure 5.6 Directions of aligned magnetic moments for the two different 
temperature regions are shown. The angle, a, is also shown. 
We have also made a direct comparison of the Brillouin function derived from our 
fits with the previous powder neutron data. Since the neutron scattering study was 
carried out on a powder sample, the order parameter is not sensitive to the rotation 
of the moment as long as it is confined to the basal plane [87]. The derived Brillouin 
function provided a reasonable description of the neutron data as well. 
The phenomenon of the moment reorientation in this compound may be explained 
in terms of CEF effects. Simply stated, as temperature increases, 4/ electrons can be 
thermally excited to a nearby higher energy level in the CEF splitting (which favors a 
moment direction along [010]), and the spin reorientation process occurs. A measurement 
of the CEF levels in this system, then, may provide important information regarding 
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the mechanism for the rotation of the moment at Tt. 
Finally, we point out that using resonant scattering we can also probe the possibility 
of a induced moment on Cu by tuning the incident energy to the K-edge of Cu. K-
edge resonant scattering is expected to be quite weak because the resonance involves 
transitions from initial s - final p states which are not expected to be sensitive to the 
magnetization of the sample. Nevertheless, resonant scattering at the K-edge of NiO has 
been observed by Hill et al. [91]. Our attempts to observe a resonance at the K-edge of 
Cu in this compound, however, did not find any evidence for a moment inducement on 
the Cu atoms. 
Through this study we were able to find the direct evidence of the spin reorientation at 
TT in TbCu^Ce^, explaining the feature observed in the DC susceptibility measurements 
at TT. By combining both resonant and non-resonant scattering techniques it was possible 
to extract the temperature dependence of the moment rotation angle using a simple 
model. 
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6 THE MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF GdAgSb2 
DETERMINED BY X-RAY RESONANT EXCHANGE 
SCATTERING 
1 X-ray resonant exchange scattering experiments were performed on a single crystal 
of GdAgSbi to determine the magnetic structure. Long range antiferromagnetic order­
ing, characterized by a wave vector of T = (jOO), develops below the Néel temperature 
(TH=13 K), consistent with the DC susceptibility measurements. For the scattering ge­
ometry employed in these measurements, the resonant enhancement at the magnetic peak 
position arises from electric quadrupole transitions only. Q-dependent integrated inten­
sity measurements were carried out, along with polarization analysis of the scattered 
beam, and demonstrated that the moments are directed along the [010] direction of the 
tetragonal structure. 
The recent availability high quality single crystal samples of the AAgSbg (.ft=rare 
earth ion) has stimulated new interest in the highly anisotropic electronic and magnetic 
properties of these materials, and their manifestation in various physical phenomena 
[92, 93]. Along with some generic features reported for the members of this family of 
compounds, some display exotic low temperature physical properties as well. For exam­
ple, CeAgSb2 displays Kondo lattice behavior [94], with ground state ferromagnetism. 
DyAgSb2 exhibits eleven well-defined metamagnetic transitions in applied field at low 
temperature [95]. 
'Work in this chapter is based on the paper submitted to Phys. Rev. B by C. Song, W. Good, D. 
Wermeille, A. I. Goldman, S. L. Bud'ko and P. G. Canfield 
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Most of the RAgSb2 compounds display long range antiferromagnetic ordering at low 
temperature [96]. The reported transition temperatures, for the heavy rare earth com­
pounds, scale with the de Gennes factor indicating that the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida (RKKY) interaction is the primary exchange interaction between local moments 
of the rare earth ions [92, 96]. For the light rare-earth compounds, however, there are 
significant deviations from de Gennes scaling which are claimed to result from the influ­
ence of strong CEF effects [96]. Indeed, these authors have noted that the incommen­
surate magnetic structure found in NdAgSb2 is consistent with the predominance of the 
RKKY-type exchange interaction over CEF effects in this case. 
Due to the fact that the orbital angular momentum, (L = 0), for the 4/-orbitals of 
Gd, GdAgSbg should be free of CEF effects. A determination of the magnetic structure of 
this system, then, can help to resolve issues regarding the role of CEF effects on magnetic 
ordering in this family of compounds. The extensive neutron scattering experiments 
on powder samples of RAgSb2 compounds reported by Andre et al., however, did not 
include the Gd-compound, presumably because of the strong neutron opacity of naturally 
abundant Gd ion [5]. 
In this paper, we report on the magnetic structure of GdAgSb2 determined from 
x-ray resonant exchange scattering measurements performed on a single crystal. Below 
IN % 13 K, GdAgSb; orders in a commensurate antiferromagnetic structure with a 
wave vector of f = (5OO). The magnetic unit cell is twice the chemical unit cell along 
one of the basal plane axes. From measurements of the Q-dependence of the integrated 
intensity as well as from polarization analysis of the scattered beam, we show that the 
moments are confined to the basal plane, and transverse to the ordering wave vector. 
GdAgSb2, along with other family members, crystallizes in the tetragonal ZrCuSi2-
type structure (space group P4/nmm) with the Gd ions at the 2c positions [97, 98] 
as shown in Fig. 6.1. For this compound, antiferromagnetism was reported from bulk 
susceptibility measurements with a transition temperature of 7n=12.8 K. 
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Figure 6.1 The crystal structure of GdAgSb? (PA/nmm, No. 129). The 
large dark gray circles represent Gd ions, the medium light gray 
circles represent Sb and the small black circles represent Ag. 
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Single crystals of GdAgSb? were grown using a high temperature flux technique 
at the Ames Laboratory [70]. The resulting crystals are shaped as platelets with the 
flat surface perpendicular to the crystallographic c-direction. Further polishing of the 
sample surface was not possible without degrading the sample quality (increasing the 
sample mosaicity) due to its softness. For the magnetic x-ray diffraction experiment, the 
cleanest sample, without noticeable flux inclusions from the growth process, was chosen. 
For this sample the mosaic was measured to be 0.015 degrees at the (008) reflection. 
The resonant x-ray scattering experiments were carried out on the 6-ID undulator 
beam line in the MUCAT Sector at the Advanced Photon Source using a double crystal 
Si(lll) monochromator. Polarization analysis of the scattered radiation was accom­
plished by using a pyrolytic graphite PG(006) analyzer set to scatter in the horizontal 
plane (perpendicular to the sample scattering plane). In this configuration, an analyzer 
scattering angle close to 90 degrees at the Gd Lm absorption edge, and the a polarized 
component (polarization vector out of the scattering plane) of the scattered radiation is 
effectively suppressed by the analyzer. By moving from the PG(006) reflection to the 
PG(002) reflection, the analyzer scattering angle changes from 99.6 degrees to 29.5 de­
grees, allowing the d polarized component to pass as well. By a straightforward change 
in the analyzer reflection, then, both the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the 
magnetic moment can be probed. 
The single crystal of GdAgSb% was mounted on a copper rod, using silver paint, and 
wrapped with 15 fim aluminum foil to ensure good thermal contact. The Cu-rod was 
attached to the cold finger of a closed cycle displex cryogenic refrigerator. The sample 
was oriented with the (/i0/)-zone in the scattering plane. The polarization of the incident 
beam (predominantly a-polarized) was parallel to the [010] direction (perpendicular to 
the scattering plane). It is important to note that in this configuration, the resonant 
scattering that arises from electric dipole transitions (El) is TT polarized and sensitive 
only to the component of the magnetic moment in the (hOl) plane (ac-plane) [6]. On the 
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other hand, the a polarized component of the scattered radiation can arise from both 
nonresonant and electric quadrupole transitions (E2), and is sensitive to the component 
of the magnetic moment along [010]. 
After an extensive search for the magnetic peak in the TT polarized scattering from 
the sample, no signal could be found. However, as shown in Fig. 6.2, after chang­
ing the scattering angle of the analyzer crystal to make use of the PG(002) reflection, 
allowing both 5 and TT scattering to pass, magnetic peaks were observed at positions 
corresponding to f = (5OO). This result clearly shows that the moment direction in the 
antiferromagnetic state is oriented out of the scattering plane along the [010] tetragonal 
axis. 
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Figure 6.2 Reciprocal space scan with polarization analysis using the PG 
analyzer crystal at the (5O8) magnetic satellite peak. The ex­
tinction of the magnetic signal in the a-to-if channel is clearly 
observed. 
In order to determine whether the observed scattering at f = (5OO) arises from 
nonresonant scattering or from quadrupole resonant scattering, energy scans through 
the Gd Lui absorption edge were done at the (5O8) magnetic satellite peak. The upper 
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panel in Fig. 6.3 shows the energy profile of the (008) charge Bragg peak that arises 
from the increased sample absorption and anomalous scattering corrections close to the 
absorption edge. The resonance enhancement observed at a magnetic satellite position 
of (5O8) reflection is shown in Fig. 6.3(b). The solid line represents a fit of the data 
to a Lorentzian squared line shape with a breadth effect of ~ 4eV. Fig. 6.3(c) displays 
the white line (fluorescence) feature in the vicinity of Gd Lm-edge. As clearly displayed 
by the two vertical lines in the figure, the maximum in the resonance (broken vertical 
line) is found at an energy lower than the maximum in the derivative of the absorption 
(solid vertical line). This feature of a quadrupole resonance is commonly observed and 
arises from the strong attractive interaction between the core hole in 2p&-orbital and an 
electron excited to the strongly localized 4/ band [18, 99]. 
To further confirm that the resonant enhancement at the magnetic peak arises from 
electric quadrupole transitions, and to confirm the moment direction determined from 
the polarization analysis discussed above, Q-dependent integrated intensity measure­
ments were performed [100]. The integrated intensity was measured with open detector 
slits using the PG(002) reflection from the analyzer crystal. The rather broad mosaic of 
the analyzer, ~ 0.5 degrees, is significantly larger than the Full Width Half Maximum 
(FWHM) of magnetic satellites of ~ 0.1 degrees, ensuring adequate integration of the 
scattered intensity. Proper integration over 29 and x was achieved by opening the de­
tector slits until a flat top was observed in 29 and x scans through the magnetic peaks. 
The integrated intensity of several peaks that could be accessed in this geometry was 
calculated from rocking scans of the sample crystal through the magnetic reflections. 
The observed integrated intensities of the magnetic satellite are plotted in Fig. 6.4. 
The solid line in the Fig. 6.4 represents a fit to the theoretical quadrupole resonance 
scattering cross section with the moment direction along [010] showing good agreement 
with the data [6, 101]. 
The temperature dependence of the integrated intensity (/ ~ fi2) of the (|08) 
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Figure 6.3 Energy profiles near the Gd Lm-edge. (a) Absorption at the 
(008) charge Bragg peak is shown, (b) Strong resonant enhance­
ment is obtained at the (5O8) magnetic satellite peak for scat­
tered a and 7? polarization. The solid line is a fit to the data 
using a Lorentzian squared line shape, (c) Fluorescence signal 
measured at the Lm. The broken line indicates the energy of 
the peak of the resonance (E=7.243 keV), while the solid verti­
cal line is the energy (E=7.245 keV) of the maximum derivative 
of the absorption curve. 
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Figure 6.4 Q dependent integrated intensities of (£0/) magnetic satellites. 
The dotted line is the calculated E2 cross section for a moment 
direction along [010]. 
magnetic satellite peak at the Lm resonance energy is displayed in Fig. 6.5. The solid 
line is a fit to the power law, I ~ A(TN — T)2^. A transition temperature, TN = 13.0 
K, obtained from the fit is close to the value, TN = 12.8 K obtained from the bulk 
susceptibility measurement. 
The principal result of this work is the ab initio determination of the magnetic struc­
ture of GdAgSbg by x-ray resonance exchange scattering. Below 13 K, the local mag­
netic moments order antiferromagnetically, doubling the unit cell along the o-direction 
(or equivalently in the tetragonal structure fr-direction) in the basal plane, with the mo­
ments ordered transverse to this direction also within the basal plane. These results 
then indicate that the commensurate antiferromagnetic ordering observed in several of 
the RAgSb2 compounds is not necessarily driven by the strong CEF effects as proposed 
by Andre et al. [96]. Indeed, it should be noted that in the related RI^BgC family, the 
Gd compound, as well as many of the strongly anisotropic member compounds (R = 
Er, Tb, Ho), order in an incommensurate structure determined largely by Fermi surface 
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Figure 6.5 The temperature dependence of the integrated intensity of (5O8) 
magnetic satellite. The solid line is a fit of the data to a power 
law fit as described in the text. 
nesting [63, 62]. The interactions that conspire to produce magnetic ordering in many 
of these systems are quite complex, involving the RKKY-type indirect exchange, CEF 
anisotropies and, especially for the light rare earths, hybridization effects and possible 
changes in the indirect exchange coupling. Clearly, a great deal of further study is 
necessary to unravel the contributions of all of these mechanisms. 
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7 SUMMARY OF THE WORK 
Magnetic structures of single crystal rare earth intermetallic compounds TbNigBgC, 
TbCugGeg, and GdAgSbg were studied by magnetic x-ray diffraction and magnetic x-ray 
circular dichroism measurements. Initially the study was aimed in two main directions, 
the best utilization of the resonant magnetic x-ray scattering technique as a stand alone 
tool, and the further development of the measurement and analysis methods. 
Magnetic anisotropy strongly affects magnetic moment arrangements and can lead to 
a change of the crystal symmetry. In TbNigBgC, antiferromagnetic spin wave ordering 
develops below TN ~15K. With the aid of inherent higher momentum (Q) resolution 
available to the x-ray scattering, a distortion of the crystal structure from room tem­
perature tetragonal to the low temperature orthorhombic symmetry was observed with 
a rotating anode x-ray source. Following the observation of the lattice distortion to 
another crystal symmetry, different from the room temperature tetragonal symmetry on 
which the previous magnetic neutron scattering was based, further questions concerning 
the details of the magnetic structure arose. To determine the spin modulation uniquely 
in the orthorhombic structure, resonant magnetic x-ray scattering was carried out using 
the synchrotron radiation. The resulting modulation direction was along the longer basal 
plane direction (referenced as a) as also noted for ErNigBgC. The common modulation 
direction was explained in terms of enhanced Fermi surface nesting supported by the 
electronic band structure calculation. Further magnetic x-ray scattering studies at low 
temperature revealed a lock-in transition of the modulation wave vector with the onset 
of weak ferromagnetism as separately seen in the bulk magnetization measurement. The 
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weak ferromagnetism was confirmed with magnetic x-ray circular dichroism experiments 
concluding that ferromagnetic moments were induced on the rare earth Tb ion. A micro­
scopic model which could account for interrelationship of wave vector commensuration 
and weak ferromagnetism was suggested. 
Similarly in TbCu^Geg, magnetic anisotropy confines the spin direction in the basal 
plane. However, unlike the case for TbNi^BgC, a structural change was not observed. 
Instead, the magnetic moments reoriented at lower temperature. The nonresonant and 
resonant scattering techniques were combined to detect this spin reorientation behavior. 
As a main achievement of this work, the spin rotation angle was extracted using the 
scattering cross section and a simple model accounting for the temperature dependence 
of the magnetization. Both the resonant and nonresonant scattering intensities were 
fit simultaneously and the result found that spins were pointing along the [010] below 
TN=12.5 K and started to reorient toward the [110] below the Tt=9.6 K. 
In GdAgSbg, antiferromagnetic ordering develops below 13K. Since naturally abun­
dant Gd is strongly neutron absorbing, a magnetic structure study with x-ray resonant 
scattering has principal advantage over neutron scattering. From the electric quadrupole 
transition of the resonance process, basal plane spin ordering with T = (jOO) and the 
moment direction along the [010] direction was found. Q-dependent integrated inten­
sity measurements were also carried out to confirm that the resonance enhancement 
arises from the electric quadrupole transition in good agreement with the theoretical 
expectations. 
Overall, from this study, the versatility of resonant and nonresonant x-ray scattering 
as a probe of magnetic order was demonstrated. 
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APPENDIX DERIVATIONS OF SCATTERING CROSS 
SECTION 
From the nonrelativistic quantum mechanical Hydrogen atom-like Hamiltonian in­
cluding electromagnetic field interaction. 
;  « j  j  
- 
x ® - H(Fj)) + 53 K-(c'(W)C(M) + 5), (A.l) 
; j?A 
where the kinetic energy with canonical momentum, Coulomb potential, Zeeman term, 
spin orbit coupling, and electromagnetic field energy terms are in order on the right 
hand side. Substituting Ë = -V<j>— 
] v ' j  
+ 2^5 E "2 w - ^  Z • s - ^  E ^  ^x A"(o) j j J > u l> " *• 
Ht Hi Hs 
N 
HA 
+ îêïl E • <^rx s  x A" (r'» j 
+ EH-(c,(W)c(fcA) + i), (A.2) 
k\ 
With Â(f) = V(^^)1/2(êtfc,A)c(jk,A)e,'*V + rcte-«^)- (A.3) 
tT Vw* 
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Here, V comes from box normalization, A = 1,2 for two independent polarization 
of photon for each wave number k, and the guage chosen is the transverse one with 
k  •  e { k ,  A) = 0. 
Given the Hamiltonian, transtion probability can be obtained from the Fermi Golden 
rule as, 
27r 
„ /11/ IV ^ < fVH-intlV >< rilKint]* >l2 
< Wintll >+2^ FTTF, u h S(Ei — E/), E i - E r ,  
with |t >= \a;ki\ >,and|/ >= \b;kf\' >, (A.4) 
up to the second order perturbation expansion. 
Considering that the vector potential, A(fj, t), contains creation operation, c ( k ,  A), or 
anihilation, as shown in Eq.(A.3), the most significant term in the first order perturbation 
term is starting from the second order interaction with the vector field, and the second 
order perturbation term can have linear field interaction. 
With, 
A2 = A)c(fc, A)e,fc> + rcV'*') V uj 
•  ( e { k ,  A )c(fc, A)e,fcV + e-Cfe-fcV) 
Vu) 
a x I 
at Vu.) 
Eq.(A.4) can be simplified as, 
t 
i_ "IV - 1*1 N zx., -
Vu mc2 
. hjj 
mc2 
< f\Uint\i >->< /|«1 + «4|i > ~ 6|53eioV>|a > ? e 
j 
- i ^  < 6 | 5 3 >  ê "  x  ê } ,  ( A . 5 )  
and 
< n\Uint\i >->< n\n2 + U3\i > ~ —< n| + i(k x I) • s,)|a > (A.6) 
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Now, the differential scattering cross section can be expressed with those as follows; 
WdË = 
p ( E f ^  =  I o  =  V '  ( A ' 7 ^  
With the result of (A.4), (A.5), and (A.6), it becomes 
- (4)= 
dÇï'dE' mc2 
hui 
<6|^ei<3^|a>r-6 
j 
< 6| Y" e^Sj-lo > T x e 
mc2 ' 
y» y / < 6|Qll*7 >< n\Qj\a > 
m ^ ~ y£0 — Er, 4- hu>k — iTc/2 
+ 
< 6|Gjb ><T?|Q?|Q > 
Ea — Ejf — fkdk 
2 
5(Ea — E(, + fiwk ~ favfc')i (A.8) 
where 
0j. =e«*>i[i^+i(jfx €).?,-]. 
Throughout the expression, the ^ is for the sum over all the electron in the target 
materials, and it can be reexpressed as, 
£ = EE. 
i N / 
where ^ : sum over basis atoms, 
N 
and ^ : sum for electrons inside the atom. 
/ 
after decomposing the displacement vector as 
H = rN + ry, 
where f/v is to the center of atom and ry position to each electron with respect to the 
center of atom. 
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The first term in (A.8) is the usual Thompson scattering, and the second term is 
the nonresonant magnetic scattering from spin orbit coupling interaction originated. Of 
particular interest, the resonant phenomena is obtained from the third term of (A.8) 
which is composed of A • p and normal Zeeman interaction terms. 
If expressing the resonant term separately, 
d?a e 2 
^dtl'dE'^" ^mc^ }£. N 1} n,m v ' 
f Ï _ < b\e **/•*»(&•£- - j(kf x e ) • sn)\r] >< + jfe x e) • sm)|a > 
1 J Ea — En + hw — tTc/2 
< 6|e,£« rm(^ + i(ki x e) • sm)|^ >< 77|e-,^'f'n(^£- - i(kf x e ) • sn)|a > 
+ Ea- Ev - hw - iTc/2 ' 
(A.9) 
Expanding the plane wave part as routine, 
gifc-r % % _|_ - r + ^-(A? • f)2 H— . 
Here, the dipole approximation comes from e,k r % 1. 
However, in dealing with x-ray (Az_ray « Â) rather than optical transition {XViiMe ~ 
10-3Â), the k • f is on the order of 1 rather than 10-3 as in optical range. So, the 
higher order transition term such as electric quadrupole, and octupole, etc cannot be 
easily ignored. Similar comparison between x-ray and visible region spectroscopy can 
b e  m a d e  f o r  e l e c t r i c  m u l t i p o l e  { E L )  a n d  m a g n e t i c  m u l t i p o l e  ( M L )  t r a n s i t i o n ,  w h e r e  L  
is consistent with 2L such as 2l for dipole, 22 for quadrupole, 23 for octupole etc. The 
notion of electric or magnetic transition comes from the ^ + i(ic x f] • s. 
Comparing the magnitude of two terms, 
l^l/K* X ê) • i| = j- x -4- ~ 
^ Tatom | Ar J Tatam 
Again this gives the same order of magnitude as in plane wave expansion. Otherwise, 
with the range of x-ray region, magnetic multipole ( M L )  transition cannot be ignored 
in general in this context. 
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Looking at the dipole transition case with 
= @e, (fc x ê) • s = 0,, 
then the curly bracket in the resonant term of Eq.(A.9) becomes 
< 6|6e(c ) - iQa(kf,e)\r] >< r/|8e(ê) + i9,(&,ë)|a > 
Ea — + hw — iT c/2 
< 6|Qe(ë) + i6,(fcj,g)|r? >< r)\Qe(t) - iQt(kf,t)|q > 
Ea — En — hw — ir c/2 
< 6l@e(e)|r? >< ri\Qe(e)\a> 
U-
(Ea -Ev + fia;)2 + T2/4 (Ea — Eq + hw + iT c/2) 
< bl9,(fc/,e )|q >< iy|ee(e)|a > 
(Ea — En + hw)2 + T2/4 
< 6|6a(fc/,e )|rç >< r?|©a(fc,ê)|a > 
(£„-£„ +fia,)2+ T2/4 ^ 
< b\Qe(e)\rf >< r/|ee(e )|a > 
(Ea — Erf — hw)2 + F2/4 
< M9e(ê2h>< T/|©,(fc/, e )|o > 
(EA — ERJ + Aw + iT c/2) 
(Ea — Erf + hw + iT c/2) 
+ ,1eK Z ; T (Ea-Ev-huj + iTc/2) 
(Ea -Erf- hw)2 + r2/4 (£o ^ + îrc/2) 
+ - ;r ^ ^ 
< b\Qt(ki,€)\ri >< rj\ee(é)\a > 
(Ea — E^ — hw)2 + F2/4 
< b|ej(fc1j,€)|ry >< rj\es(kf,e)\a > 
(Ea -Ev- hw)2 + r2/4 (£tt Efl hw + lTc^ (A-10) 
For an elastic scattering (quasielastic, at least), |6 >= |a >, and changing the evalu­
ating the momentum operator as, 
< 6l©e(ë)|r? > = <a\ee(€)\r}> 
= \'< a v^ >= < > 
from 
[p2, x\ = -2 ihp 
<B\p\A> = < B\^[Uq,X\\A >= ^ Eb- E*) < B\X\A > . 
n n 
By setting1 
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D+ = (Ea-E„ + hw)2 + T2/4 
D. = {Ea-Ev-hw)2 + T2c/A, 
the term in || can be rearranged as followings: 
(£)'(£„ - 5,)V • < a|f|, >< *1a > -t)[E° ' fi + 
+ zY(^2)2(^o - Ev)2{e- < °l^l77 >< > -ê)[— + Tri _i_ 2 D+ + D. 
D. 
. m, 
- (^)(& - £r,)(< o|€ • z|77 >< T}\(ki x ê) • s|o > 
- < a\(kf xe) • s\r] >< rj\e • x\a >) Ea — Eq + hw 
D~ 
+ (~ ~ Ei)(< al* • *\V >< l\{b xe)-s\a> 
- < a\(kf XE)-S\T] > <  r ) \ e -  x \ a  > ) - = j -
u+ 
+  ( ^ ) ( &  -  E n ) ( <  a | c  •  x \ T )  > <  T j \ { k f  x e ) - s \ a >  
Ea — En — hw 
- < a|(&i x ê) • S\T) >< T]\E • x\a >) 
D-
.r c , m  
+ - Ei,)^ a\t- x\ri >K vKkj xt)-s\a> 
- < a|(fcj xe)-s\ri>< q|« 1 f|a 
- {< a\{kf x e) • s\r) ><r}\(ki x e) • s\a >)[ Ea — En •+- hw Ea — En hw. Da D. 
~ *y(< a|(£/ x e) - sir/ >< 7/|(ki x e) • s]a >)[-^- + 
The El transition only concerns ©e, then the cross section becomes 
d?a -2 ( dfidE » = <i?>2 < o| ^  e,v?rj|a > ê* • e — < a| ^  el*'r,s,|a > e* x e 
/i2 
Af ri n 
1At resonance (Aw = - Ea), D+ « D~. 
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and 
= (^)2(E„ - E„)V- < >< + + e.-Ec-Hu,) 
~ ~ 
E»)2'?' < "I5-!"' >< llf-la > ^(5; + 5-)-
To calculate matrix element, each state has to be defined explicitly. Here, the initial 
state can be expressed in terms of hydrogen wavefunction with spin orbit coupling as, 
1° > =  Xi.m, 
=mj 
C.,m, = < /m/sm.l/sj'mj >= (-l)'"J+mj \/2; + 1 
and the intermediate state can also be expressed similarily but no spin orbit coupling is 
used such as, 
h >= E ^,l'Yl',m'(Xs ,m, (A. 12) 
lyfTlli3tTTla 
771/ TTLA —JJLJ ^ 
Also for convenience, 
e • f = (ex sin 0 cos 0 + ey sin 0 sin <j> + ez cos 9)r 
= rVr 53 (A.13) 
A/=—1,0,1 
Using, 
>i,i = — sin sin 9(cos <j> + i sin 0) 
Yi,
° 
= vècos9 
Yi,-i = J^sinde = -^^sin9(cos0 - isin0). 
=> sin6 cos0 = ~ Yl -i))'sindsin^ = ^^Vr^1,1 +yi™1^ 
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I 4tt 1 i 
e - r  =  r y  — ( e % y i , o  -  ^= ^ ( > 1 , 1  -  V i , - i  +  - ^ = e y ( Y U i  +  V i . - i ) )  
= r^—-(ezYifi ~ ^=(ez - ie„)>u + y|(e* + ^ „)yi,-i 
/47T 
= 
ry -g-(czyi,o + eiyi.i + e-iVi,-!) 
= 
r\Zy 53 
M=-1,0,1 
Accordingly, 
< > = J r2drR'AJ,(r)rR„j(r) 
E f ^  Cé,.m.xL;X.,m.. (A. 14) 
,a 
Using [16], 
/ = (A.15) 
which is nonzero only when, |Z - Z'| < k <l + Ï 
I +1' + k = even integer, 
<o|e-.fl77 x^le-flo = I / r2drRlj(r)rRA/(r) 5353^ 
I"'0 »x' M 
2 
M' M 
2 
2 
am, 1 
= r2drfij,J(r)rfiA/(r) 
Af=—1,0,1 
= 53 eM€M01,M 
M=—1,0,1 
=  2^  '  +  £i-0 ~ X  ^ '  *(5l , l  ~5l , - l )  
+2^ • *)(* * -)(ai.o — 5i,i - £1,-1), 
with 5,.M H 
wS = / r2rfrfîL(r)r/îA/(r)-JO 
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The Ck coefficients can be expressed in terms of Clebsh-Gordan constant as [16] 
Ck(lmyl'm) = (-1,™ 
and constants, Ck and are tabularized in texts [102, 12] respectively. 
At resonance, i.e. hu = — Ea, the term having D+ as a denominator becomes 
significant, and the resonance scattering cross section can be expressed as followings: 
< o| 52 e'^ rjla > • e — < û| 52 el^ r,%-|a > e* x e 
mc2 
N f? n iVi =—1,0,1 x ' I 
(A.16) 
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